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PREDICTION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC LOADINGS CAUSED BY
TRAILING EDGE CONTROL SURFACE MOTIONS IN SUBSONIC
COMPRESSIBLE FLOW — COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
By
M. C. REDMAN, W. S. ROWE, AND B. A. WINTHER
THE BOEING COMPANY
\
SUMMARY
A digital computer program has been developed to calculate
unsteady loadings caused by motions of lifting surfaces
with trailing edge controls based on the subsonic kernel
function approach.
The pressure singularities at hinge line and side edges
have been extracted analytically as a preliminary step
to solving the integral equation by collocation.
The program calculates generalized aerodynamic forces for
user supplied deflection modes. Optional intermediate
output includes pressure at an array of points, and
sectional generalized forces. From one to four controls
on the half span can be accommodated.
1.0 Introduction
This document describes in detail the design and usage of the FORTRAN IV
digital computer program, RHO III. The RHO III program was written as an
engineering tool to be used in calculation of unsteady aerodynamic loadings
on lifting surfaces with trailing edge control surfaces in compressible
subsonic flow per the analysis techniques presented in reference 1.
Features of this program include:
• Modal input in the form of surface deflections at arbitrary points -
Input from disk file, tape, and/or cards
• Calculation of unsteady pressures at arbitrary points on the
lifting surface planform
• Calculation of sectional generalized forces at arbitrary spanwjse
locations on the lifting surface planform
• Calculation of generalized forces - optionally saved for subsequent
analysis
• Optimization of computer time through the capability to save and later
reuse pressure/kernel influence coefficient matrices (C-matrices)
• Capability to provide for airfoil thickness corrections using velocity
profile modifications supplied by the user
• Capability to analyze up to four separate closed gap control surfaces
associated with a main surface - control surfaces may be of the types:
full span, tip span, mid span, partial span
• Capability to analyze coupled main surface and control surface modes \
Included in this document are:
• Description of equations used in the program
• Description of user 1/0 and scratch file formats
• List of program limitations
• Description of computer program usage
t
• Data stacking procedures
• Description of program output - normal and diagnostic
• Sample problem input/output
• Description of program structure and routines used
Included in appendices to this document are:
• Description of an associated preprocessor program, MATS,
which generates surface type modal input from a motion axis
or elastic axis representation of the modes
• Description of modal interpolation procedures used
• Discussion of .numerical integration techniques used
2.0 DISCUSSION
2.1 General Remarks
This section will present a description of the nomenclature and
analysis as it appears in the RHO III program. Although some
information is given with each section, no attempt is made to
develop or reference the sources of development of the theory
involved. A full discussion of the latter is aiven in reference
1 of this document.
As described in reference 1, the problem of identifying the unsteady
aerodynamic loading on a lifting surface without downwash discontinuities
may be written as a boundary value problem.
(2.1-D W(x,y) = -^
In equation 2.1-1, the left hand side, W(x,y), is the Kinematic
D6wnwash> or effective angle of attack of the surface, due to a
structural vibration mode. The right hand side of the equation
is the mathematical downwash which is derived from the surface
integration of unsteady pressure times an aerodynamic influence
function. The latter, called the Kernel Function, is dependent
upon geometry, reduced frequency, and Mach number. The unsteady
pressure is unknown, however, knowing the physical characteristics
of loading, the unsteady pressure may be approximated by a linear
combination of Assumed Pressure Modes which will satisfy loadina
characteristics.
(2.1-2) APr(?,n) = 4PV2S £ ajAp.jfe.n)
If the Downwash Integral Equation. 2.1-1, is written for a number
of descrete points on the surface, (Downwash Points, or collocation
points, or control points), the resulting Complex Linear System of
Equations may be expressed in matrix form as,
(2.1-3) <W.(x.,y.)} = CC...] • (a.)
where the elements of the C- matrix are
(2.1-4) C. =
(note that the C-matrix terms are independent of structural mode)
For a simple lifting surface problem, solution of 2.1-3 for the
unknown coefficients of the assumed pressure modes, a., allows
vJ
one to calculate the unsteady pressure at any point on the surface
or integrate the unsteady pressure times modal deflection to give
generalized force.
With the introduction of control surface motion relative to the
remainder of the lifting surface (main surface) the problem becomes
somewhat more difficult. In particular the kinematic downwash
distribution or sheet will contain a step discontinuity at the
control surface with respect to the main surface. The use
of additional assumed pressure modes with unknown coefficients
to match the discontinuous boundary condition is prone to numeric
difficulties. However, a pressure mode associated with control
surface rotation may be written which will give the required jumo
at the hinge and which has a known coefficient. ' Thus
(2.1-5) W*(x,y) =
where W*(x,y) will have the same jump discontinuity at the hinge as
W(x,y) and will be relatively smooth away from the hinge. The
control surface unsteady pressure mode in equation 2.1-5 is a
function of the control surface rotation at n,8(n), i.e. it is
dependent upon the structural mode. The control surface rotation
is approximated by a cubic equation.
9(n) = AQ + A^ ,. + A2
where jw^n-yi )/(yo~yi
y.,- = Inboard side edge of control surface
yo = Outboard side edge of control surface
(2.1-7)
(2.1-9)
This representation of control surface rotation should suffice for
a broad range of control surface twist. Then the expression for
the assumed control surface pressure mode is
A l C
'
n
*
e ) = 4oV
If equation 2.1-5 is written for the downwash points and expressed
in matrix form,
(2.1-8) W*(x.,y.) = [C..]"'
(2.1-10)
A3
where the elements of the Control Surface C-matrix are
and significantly, because of the polynomial representation of
control surface rotation, are not dependent upon structural mode.
If the kinematic downwash is modified by removing any discontinuity
due to control surface rotation,
W(x,y) = W(x,y) - W*(x,y)
then, the resulting modified downwash sheet, W"(x,y), which is smooth,
may be used to solve for the unknown coefficients of the assumed
pressure modes, a.. The total unsteady pressure is then a
J
combination of main surface pressure and control surface pressure.
(2.1-11) + Aps(5,n,6)
Thus unsteady pressure may be calculated at any point on the surface
or integrated to produce generalized forces as in the simple lifting
surface problem.
2.2 Nomenclature
The following list of symbols includes reference to corresponding
nomenclature in reference 1. Some symbols of lesser importance
were included only because of difference in nomenclature. - Indicates
the same, NC indicates No Correspondence.
The names of variables used within RHO III correspond to the symbols
as presented. In the interest of program documentation, the nomenclature
which arose over the period of program development has been maintained.
Thus, some inconsistencies, e.g., the use of f(n) and f(c) to refer
to different functions, will appear.
Hat Notation - Indicates the variable has been non-dimensionalized
by bQ, e.g.
x = x/bQ, 5=?/bQ, y = y/bQ, n = n/bQ
Bar Notation - For the spanwise coordinate n, indicates the variable
has been non-dimensionalized by S, i.e., normalized to
-1, +1, on the full span.
y_ = y/s or y/s r± = n/s or n/s
For the chordwise coordinate £> indicates the variable
has been non-dimensionalized by the local semi-chord,
i.e., normalized to -1, +1 on the local chord.
A(n) =
 x
 -
 g
m
 (n)
. *: y;)
b(n) b(n)
5-Un) ?-5 (n)
i(n) = —^— = —-P—
b(n) b(n)
Cosine Distribution - Distribution of downwash points on the planform
of the form
_yi = cos(^ j^ y-), i=1, N(No. downwash chords)
-
 = COS
^ )' 1=1> N^N°' pts< per downwasn cnord)
SYMBOLS REF. 1 SYMBOLS DEFINITION
a. a Unknown coefficients of assumed main
J
 surface pressure modes
A jA-j.ApjA-, A, -, Known cubic coefficients of control
0
 ' *
 J K
"' surface rotation
b -- Root semi -chord (or some other
reduced frequency reference length)
b — Optional scale factor on Z-, See Data
Stacking page 60. J
b(n) -- Local semi-chord, b(n) = (?t(n) - ^ £(n
[C] -- C-matrix associated with assumed main
surface pressure modes.
[C]* -- C-matrix associated. with assumed control
surface pressure modes.
C-, D, Portions of downwash integral
expression, equations 2.3-1, 2, 3.
f -- An arbitrary value such that kf = 2-rr,
equations 2.4-12, 14, 15-
f(n) f(n) Spanwise pressure terms associated with
assumed main surface pressure modes
f(i)E f(£»n) 9r(£\n) Chordwise pressure terms associated
with assumed main surface pressure
modes (regular)
f(ncs) NC "Spanwise" pressure terms associated
with assumed control surface pressure
modes .
>
y '"' 1 Portions, of downwash integral expression,
F(y,y) C2 equations 2.3-1, 4, 5, 6.
SYMBOLS REF. 1 SYMBOLS DEFINITION
g(?,n) g$(5»n) "Chordwise" pressure term associated with
assumed control surface pressure modes
(singular).
h = g7- (XQ- M J xQ2+62 yQ2)» an integration
limit in Kernel evaluation.
I, -- Modified bessel function
I r Portion of downwash integral expression,
r r
 equations 2.3-5, 7.
b w
k -- Reduced frequency, k = -n —
K-, -- Modified bessel function
K(xQ,y ,k,M) K(xn'yo^ Fu11 kernel function
KS(X ,y ,k,M) K (x ,y ) Singular part kernel function
K (x ,y ,,k,M) Kn (x ,.y ) Non-singular part kernel function
L-| -- Modified Struve function, Ref. 4 < ...
M -- Mach no.
0 -- Generalized force
Wij
Q^ n' -- Sectiogal generalized force at n
1 ?q -- q = 2" p^ ' "Dynamic pressure"
kR R = 6+e 6y 2
Sign factor used in "chordwise" control
surface pressure term
S S Dimensional semi-span
S s Non-dimensional semi -span
SYMBOLS REf. 1 SYMBOLS DEFINITION
u — dx/dt
v — dy/dt
V — Free stream (remote) velocity
w(x,y) — Normal component of velocity at x,y,dz/dt
W(x,y) -- Kinematic downwash, W(x,y) = w^x>^
¥(x,y) NC Modified downwash
W*(x,y) — Control surface mathematical downwash
x NC C value of a downwash point
XQ - x -5
x. ,y- -- • c ,n value of the inboard control surface
hinge definition point (also used as
coordinates of itn downwash pt.)
y w
°' o " S»n value of the outboard control surface
hinge definition point
y NC n value of a downwash chord or point
A A
y0 - y - n
Z(x,y,i) H(x,y) Lifting surface deflection (for downwash
definition)
Z.(x,y) H(x,y) Dimensional shape function for mode j
J
- M2
y(c,n) H(x,y) Modal deflections (for generalized forces)
*PTU,n) AP
AP (5,n) — Main surface pressure (regular)
r
 see eqn. 2.1-11
AP (£,n,e) -- Control surface pressure (singular)
5
 see eqn. 2.1-11
Ap. U,n) NC Main surface assumed pressure modes
J
x.
Ap. U,nf n ) NC Control surface assumed pressure modesj -cs
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SYMBOLS REF. 1 SYMBOLS DEFINITION
6
 x NC kx«x
 o
*cs
 NC
 Hcs = (*'y
0 -- Chordwise angular coordinate for main
surface assumed pressure modes,
0 = cos"'(-i)8(n) — Control rotation at a spanwise location
 n
? »n X,Y Dimensional coordinates
£ in x,y Non-Dimensional coordinates
?£(n) x£ £ value of leadina edqe at n
5 (n^ xm ^ value of local niidchord, t, = UtH )/2m HI iii L v
? (n) NC ? value of physical hinqe at n
n&
5 (n) x ^ value of physical or extended hinqe
c c
 at n
^(n) x. ^ value of trail inq edqe at n
P -- Mass density of fluid
T -- Time
<)> -- Spanwise anqular coordinate for main
surface assumed pressure modes.
Circular frequency of oscillation
11
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2.3 Downwash Integral Expression
There are two downwash integral expressions used within RHO III, one
for main surface pressure modes, and one for control surface pressure
modes. The difference between the two arises from different approaches
used in the evaluation of the spanwise integral.
In the standard integral expression there exists a log singularity of
the form ln|e(y-n)| at the downwash chord. In the case of main surface
pressure terms, which are regular, the singular function may be
approximated by a Taylor series expansion and (in our case) the first
two terms may be subtracted from the integrand, and analytically
integrated. As a result of the subtraction procedure the remaining
integrand becomes a relatively smooth, non-singular (at least up to
the second derivative) function which requires no special numerical
processes to integrate. However because of the form of the pressure
terms in the case of a control surface a meaningful Taylor series
expansion may not be written. Thus the log singularity must remain
in the integrand to be handled numerically with special quadratures.
DOWNWASH INTEGRAL EXPRESSION FOR MAIN SUIRFAC^ PRESSUR^
+s r £ Q
(2.3-1) 7rW(x,y) = JVS-2-n2 f(n) f t f (c,n) K (x ,y ,k,
''-s l lJr (^ n - s - ° °
S2-(l n| 6S/2|-1/2)}
/3 + yS2- (1 + 21 n|6S/2|
+ f'(y.)F(y,y)] 13
where
(2.3-2) C^x.y) = -|-
(2.3-3) C,(x.y) = -4-- —,
ik(l+M2)
 k2
—i—f(x'y) -4 •
,n) -
>T3n~ *
 =
 *
n = u
...2, 3f(x,n)
n= y
(2.3-4) F(y ,y) = 2 . ^
x 3fU,n)i -ikx0(2.3-5) •F'(y,y) = 2.f {-—-—I e -r}d£ + I
't f^ 3n ^= y '
r =•
J/2
for
o, for fU.n)? cot |
lr-
(y))
-e (y)
' I
o, for f(e,n) ^ cot
^ *• e*
,n) = cot -o
, for
*See Section 2.5, Assumed Pressure Modes. The terms r and Ir
are required due to a singularity in the integral for cot (e/2)
(2.3-6)
DOWNWASH INTEGRAL EXPRESSION FOR CONTROL SURFACE PRESSURE TERMS
.(n) . . -
C,(n)
i-U)
W*(x.y) =
14
f(ycJF(y,y)+ t2
f(ycs)F(y,y)
lf(ycs)F'(.y,y) + f' (y )F(y,y)] ^
- -\dr\
where F(y,y) and F'(y.y) are defined by 2.3-4,5 replacing fU.n)
with g(c,fi). and r and Ir are defined by,
_ -33 . for yy ^ y
0, for y > yQ. y <
3n ]n
0, for y > yQ. y < y1
, for
15 -
2.4 Kernel Function
The Kernel Function, K(x ,y ,k,M), equation 2.1-1, may be thought of as an
aerodynamic influence function relating the induced normal velocity at an
arbitrary field point to a unit loading on a surface at some other point.
In our case the arbitrary field point also lies on the surface thus we
need only be concerned with the planar portion of the kernel.
As noted in reference 1, the aerodynamic surface is represented mathe-
matically by a sheet of doublets. Associated with each point on the
surface is a doublet with strength just sufficient to counteract the
normal component of velocity of the fluid at that point in each incremental
period of time. Thus there is no fluid flow through the mathematical
surface.
Each doublet remains stationary with respect to the surface. The disturbance
generated by the doublet in each incremental period of time remains stationary
with respect to the fluid. The velocity field caused by a distrubance is
equivalent to a velocity field generated by a vortex ring of incremental
area. Assuming that the fluid is inviscid the strength of each disturbance
or vortex ring remains constant. Thus the complete time history of loading
at a point on the surface is described by the strengths of the vortex rings
which trail the point.
Due to the finite speed of information transfer there is a time'lag between
the time a disturbance is first generated at one point on the surface and
the time the effect of the disturbance is first felt at another point on the
surface. In particular the speed of information transfer in a fluid is the
speed of sound in that fluid. Note also that the magnitude of the effect
of a disturbance upon some point on the surface is inversely proportional
to the square of the distance between the point and the disturbance.
The total effect of one point U,n) on the surface uoon another point (x,y)
on the surface is then the summation of the effects of the complete time
history of disturbances which compose the trailing vortex string behind
U.n). Assuming sinusoidal motion, and thus sinusoidal variation in the
loading at a point or sinusoidal variation of the disturbance strength in
the vortex string, the summation in time may be rewritten as a summation in
15 distance.
For the planar case the kernel expression is
(2.4-1) K(x0,yo.k,«) = - 5 « o
— oo
where h-5, is the distance behind (c.n) to the first vortex ring which
has any effect upon (x,y), i.e. (h-O/V is the time lag mentioned above.
(2.4-2) h = r[xo - M X02 + 6V]
The expression resulting from evaluation of equation 2.4-1 has been
shown to contain a number of singularities. Howe.ver the singularities
may be subtracted from the full kernel expression leaving a non-singular
kernel expression. This function, although no less tine consuming
to calculate, is relatively smooth and therefore need not be evaluated as
many times in the numerical integration. The remaining portion of the
kernel, the singular kernel expression, must be calculated many more times
in the numerical evaluation due to its singular nature. However much
less time is required to calculate the singular kernel than the non-
singular kernel .
(2.4-3) K = Kns + KS where Khs = (K-K$ )
The form of the singular kernel is
(,4-4, K < k , M ,
where «x = kxQ, &y =k|yQ| R =
Note that this differs from reference 1 in that terms kx and k|y | have been
used throughout for simplification of programming. The first term in the
braces is refered to as the dipole singular term, the second as the square
root singular term, the third as the step singular term, and the fourth as
the log singular term. If k=0 equation 2.4-4 reduces to merely the dipole
term, and is written
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(2.4-5) K (x ,y ,0,M)=-<S 0 0
In fact for k=0 the dipole term is dominant in the full kernel expression
i.e.
K(xo,yo,0,M) = -Ks(xo,yo,O.M),
Two different forms of the non-singular kernel are used in the nrogram.
The first, Watk in ' s formulation, is relatively faster to calculate
and sufficiently accurate for values of | ky | >1.0. The second, R. Rose!
formulation, requires more time for calculation, particularly as I ky |
becomes large, but is more accurate for |ky |< 1.0.
Thus for |ky0l >1.0, the expression for the full kernel is
(2.4-6)
 K ( x , y , k . M ) =0 , 0 , . 2 y y
eikh
X
Letting the integral be represented by (A , A . ) « and subtracting the singular
kernel, equation 2.4-4, yields the expression used for the non-singular
kernel when iky I >1.0.
-i6 f K i (<5 )+A. , , /,
(2 -4 -7 ) K (x .y .k,M) = k2e x ^ L + J. + ML£5
y
Ar]|
where kh = — [6 -M y f i ^ + S ^ ^ ] ,
 see equation 2.4-2.a2 x ' x y
18
The terms K, and I, are modified Bessel functions, and L, Is the Struve
function. The evaluation of these functions is of the form,
(2.4-8)
1
(2n+3)r(n+3/2)J
10, 2 < 5
• 15, 5 <. z < 9
20, 9 < z < 12.8
[^(-l)"*1 r(n-l/2) 1
n-1 lr(5/2-n)(z/2)Zn-ZJ '
N • 5, z > 12.8
(2.4-9) K^z) - '
P2(t2) ln(z/2), z < 2
P3(t3) e'z/VF , z i 2
where PI§ P2, P3 are polynomials (as listed in Ref. 4 eqns. 9.6.8, 9.8.3, 9.8.7)
t, >
The integral in equation 2.4-6 or (A ,A, ) 1s evaluated by approximating
the function T/Vl+t2 by an exponential series,
(2.4-10) = 1 + CjeElT + C2eE2T * C3eE3Tsin(1n)
Each term 1s integrated analytically yielding
kh . . r 1 fiwT
(2.4-11) A -HA. = f —^_c . u, -, ^
' ' •'n . rij._-5 I '0\
kh
where d - -0.101, E! - -0.329, C2 c -0.899, E2 « -1.4067, C3 = -0.09480933,
E3 » -2.90, obtained from Technical Report R-48, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, page 8, eqn. 21.
For
 lkynl 5.1.0, the expression for the non-singular kernel is,
19
(2.4-12) K (x .y .k.M) =
-kf (X2+62)
dx+
M(e ikh - ikh + k2h2 /2)
 +
TmdX
ik
^(kf)2+
k2/f i n
I IP
2 \
6 2 f \t f \ / - f \ 2x,r 2 jw \ v \ "^ ' / o y
• \ l \ K T j '0.. "" KT
2
K kf)
kf >
V(kf)2+62
where f is an arbitrary value defined as
-27T/k
T/k
|2TT/k, h >
(h,h <^ -2ir/
The second integral is evaluated as follows. Making a change of
•f
variables a = 6y/kf and £ = x/kf , and expanding the denominator,
1 1
(kf)2 k
j
Tkfi"
where mil = m ( m - 2 ) ( m - 4 ) ' • • • ( 2 or 1)
yields the equation
-kf . '
(2.4-13)
(kf): Rn)
20
where a recursion formula for Tn may be written,
/2n-H \
•^a2 Tn-l
and by performing partial integration twice, a recursion formula
for R may be written.
L_(e-ikf(1 .IkLuMI2 R 1
n+2le u 2n+V 2n+l VljRn = 2 +2
for n=-l
R_1 = -Ci(kf)-i ( j- - S1(kf))= -Ci(kf) + isi(kf)
where Ci and Si are the cosine and sine integrals, Ci and si are
calculated using approximations as given in Luke and Wings, "Poly-
nomial Approximations to Integral Transforms", Mathematical Tables and
Other Aid to Computation, Vol. 15, 1961, issue 74 pp. 174-178.
The first integral of equation 2.4-12 is evaluated only if h> ~.
The integral is derived from expanding the exponential,
and writing
kh . kh
dx -
If the first three terms are removed and integrated analytically,
kh r , x i , x kh
-^ }
_kf-kf
the result includes the terms in equation 2.4-12 other than the
integrals arid_ the singular kernel terms as written in equation 2.4-4.
21
Writing equation 2.4-14 with the first three terms removed,
kh
(2.4-15) f
-kf v/
where
I =
kh
3/2
xndx
-kf (X2+ 62)3/2
Performing partial integration twice yields a recursion formula
for In.
ln ~ n-2
where
ri
=
 i
•~
kh
-.6
-kf y
ikh
l-kf
6 X
-ik
l
^ ™
h
Ix I
Note that as explained in reference 1, due to some of the recursion
relations used, convergence for large values of kh is slow. For
the purpose of program efficiency an arbitrary upper limit of
kh=15. was chosen and the maximum iterations through the recursion
formulae were based on this.
22
2.5 Assumed Pressure Modes
The form of the assumed pressure modes, both those with unknown
coefficients for main surface and those with known coefficients
for control surfaces, is determined by the physical characteristics
of the loading on the lifting surface. The loading is known to have
the following characteristics:
(1) It is zero off of the lifting surface
(2) It must go to zero at the side edges and trailing edge of the
lifting surface with -an infinite slope (to satisfy Kutta
condition at the trailing edge and irrotational flow at the
side edges).
(3) It must have the form 1/VT-TT at the leading edge
X>
(4) It must have the form ]n|c-?r| at a control surface hinge
(5) It must have the form (n-ys)ln|n-ys| at an interior side edge (ys)
of a control surface
(6) It must be symmetric or antisymmetric about the lifting surface
midspan or root
In addition, the set of assumed pressure modes for the main surface
must be linearly independent and must be such that a relatively small
number of modes may be used to approximate any physical pressure
distribution.
Referring to the pressure expressions as used in Section 2.1, a constant
l/4TrpV2appears in equations 2.1-1 and 2.1-5. The constant is a result of the
derivation of the expression. For the purpose of maintaining a non-
dimensional expression, the pressure was assumed to include the constant 4pV2.
Thus in the downwash integral expressions, equations 2.3-1, 2.3-6, only TT
remains. In C-matrix calculation the "pressure" used is then AP-tU ,n)/4pV2.
Note also that a termVl-r|2=sin(4>) is maintained outside the series of spanwise/
chordwise pressure terms.
For the main surface, terms are written which are a function of only n_, and
which are a function of only ^. Each assumed main surface mode is then a
combination of these spanwise and chordwise pressure terms.
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If m is the number of spanwise pressure terms, normally equal to the
number of downwash chords, and n is the number of chordwise pressure
terms, normally equal to the number of points per downwash chord,
then M=m.n, normally equal to the total number of downwash points,
is the number of assumed main surface pressure modes. For C-matrix
calculation then,
(2.5-1)
(2.5-2)
(2.5-3)
(2.5-4)
(2.5-5)
(2.5-7)
= S
M
£j=i
M
j=i
f2(L)
where
sin(N<t>) fN=l,3,5-" for a symmetric analysis
fi^ = sin (*)' 1=lf"''m[N=2,4,6... for an antisymmetric analysis
f.(n) -(NsinU) cos(N^) -cos (4.)sin (N<fr))
I ~~ _ ...''.'
I
3n S si.n3(<j>)
F^ l) = cot(e/2)
F.j(L) = sin(Ne), i=2,---,n N=l,2,3---
(2.5-6) ,
3f 1 (L) -1
3f
r 3f
bsin.(9>sin(e/2)
NCOS (No)
Z
3f.
=
 D ~
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(2.5-8)
3n
4b2sin3(e) sin2(e/?)
26
lL(-Ncos(N0)£+N2sin(0)sin(N0;))
6sin3(0)
^ -1
n 2b 3n 3n
For control surfaces the actual pressure can be described analytically
in a very small region around the control surface hinge. However, this
is not the case for the remainder of the lifting surface. The approach
has been to use the functions which give the required results at the
hinge while applying additional factors which do not modify the results
at the hinge but cause the terms to behave in the required manner at
.the lifting surface boundaries. The form of the "assumed" control
surface pressure mode is
(2.5-9) APs(c,n,e) = -f f(n)gU,n)
4PV2
where
(2.5-10) f(n) =
e(n)
4TT 6.
As previously stated in section 2.1, the rotation, e(n), is
approximated by a cubic,
6(n) =
where AI are the known coefficients associated with a control surface
C-matrix. The "spanwise" control surface pressure terms are then
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(2.5-11)
1-1
•, 1=1,"*,4
(2.5-12)
3fi(ncs)
(s2-n2)
, 1=2,3,4
The "chordwise" control surface pressure term is written as a combination
of terms which are associated with the outboard side edge, right and left side,
and the inboard side edge, right and left side. In the following set of
constants, subscript's r, £, 1, o, refer to right, left, inboard, and outboard.
There is a major difference between control surfaces with the outboard side
edge at the tip and ones with the outboard side edge inboard of the tip.
Thus the function for full-span and tip-span are written together, and the
function for a partial-span or mid-span are written together. Note that the
inboard .side edge of a full-span or mid-span is.defined to be the root, n=0.
Full-Span Tip-Span Mid-Span
y0=s yi=0 Vs
Partial-Span
y .
1
<s
(2.5-13)
Antisymmetric and symmetric analyses are differentiated by using a sign factor,
ilysis
isymmetric analysis1 1.0, symmetric anal-1.0, antisy
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The factors mentioned above which are used to force the various portions
of the pressure function to zero at one tip or the other are,
(2.5-14) Mid-Span or Partial-Span H _ ,
IVTT(1+1.5C),
c =
n >
dH ='
0.0,
1.5
^ s-n
(2.5-15) Full-Span or Tip-Span H =
(i-y0)2-(y0-n)2
fl.O, Inli^-
I VTF(1+1.5C),
"0
c =
fy I
> y1
11.0, n<0.H, n>0
H£ =•
I. n<0
.0, n>0
dH =
0.0,
1.5
/V
\s-n
The expression for the "chordwise" term is
(2.5-16)
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For a mid-span or partial-span, the following applies
(2.5-17)
= ElH{Mro-Mri -
92
'ro
(5 t-i)2
'£0
/4
1/4
ro
For a fulVspan or tip-span the following applies
(2.5-18)
92
= In
L] = In
rl
Q r2 =V2e(y0-n)
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1/2
-no
1/2
The following applies for both a full-span or tip-span and a mid-span or partial-
span.
Rro
.5
.5
.5
ro
Pri =
.5
.5
.5
.5
= In
29
El =Eo I
Eri =
(5t-02
1/4
[1/4
Mri =
A discussion of the function of the various terms used is given in
reference 1.
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2.6 Downwash Definition
The left hand side of the downwash integral equation is the kinematic
downwash, W(x,y). If the equation of the surface of a general body
in a flow field is written,
F(x,y,z,T) = 0
The condition of no flow through the body is
_
Dt 3i 3X 8y 3Z
_
where T~ is the substantial derivative with respect to T.
When the body is a flat plate undergoing sinusoidal motion,
1 OJT
Z(x,y,T) = Z0(x,y)e1u)T4> F(x,y,z,T) = Z(x,y,T) - ZQ(x,y)e = 0
from which
w = - /^Z + ^Zu+ 3Z_ v\
VST 3x ay /
Assuming that the body is in a potential flow field, a velocity
potential function * may be written such that
3$
u =
 •
 v =3x • 3y
The velocity potential function will consist of a function <t>.
which describes the potential field due to thickness effects, $'
which describes the potential field due to local disturbances,
and $ which describes the potential field due to general fluid
flow. Thus
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Assuming irrotational flow, » = Vx; ignoring any spanwise variation
in thickness <J>t.=utx, gives
u - V
 + ut * ff
V = 11
From which
w = _/iZ,-+ JL . (V+u ) + 1* 1*'+ 51 11'W
 VST 3X IV V 9X 9X 3y 3y
We neglect the terms || ||'and | -'
3Z
since they are much smaller than ^— VdX
3 7Then, noting that -£- = iu.'Z,
where Vlocal = V + "t
The Kinematic downwash or effective angle of attack is
(2.6-1) W(x,y) --= - (II- fiscal
where k=b0to/V has been introduced. Note that the term V]ocai/v
known as the Velocity Profile.
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The RH0 III program also provides the user with the ability to include
a gust mode for performance of gust loads analysis. Making the general
assumption that the gust velocity field is (1) homogeneous (the statistical
properties of the turbulence are the same at each point in the field),
(2) isotropic (the statistical description of the velocity field is
independent of coordinate axes), (3) the random variable, w , is
stationary (the average value of the random variable over the interval
(t, - T) to (t, + T) as T+ °° is independent of t-j, and additionally
assuming a one dimensional (uniform gust velocities spanwise) sinuosoidal
gust, the gust velocity field may be written as,*
wg U.n) = V •ifllXl
Where w is the normal velocity at U,n), wg is the gust magnitude, fij
is the spatial frequency or wave number in the chordwise coordinate,
X-j = Vt-x or X-Xref where Xref is some reference point for the
sinusoidal gust.
Noting that sii = u /V or = k"/bo, w = gust frequency,
k = bow /V, the gust angle will be,
(2.6-2)
Maintaining bow"/V outside as a factor, the gust downwash column which
will be generated by the program when the phasing j^xi is included is
GRADUAL PENETRATION GUST MODE
' - Wg(x,y) - j c o s r . - r e f ] -
 s in [ " " r e f 3
L bo bo I
refer to data stacking GEX0PT (card set 2) and XGUST (card set 5).
A simplification of this is to consider the lifting surface as a point,
i.e. ignore phasing, for which the gust downwash column generated by
the program is,
NON GRADUAL PENETRATION GUST MODE
(2.5-4) Wg(x.y) = [1 - oi]
*Bernard Etkih, Dynamics of Flight, Chapter 10.
(note sign convention difference)
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2.7 C-matrices
Calculation of the pressure/kernel influence coefficient matrices is the most
difficult and important portion of the analysis. Each element of a C-matrix
(associated with either main surface or control surface modes) corresponds to
the evaluation of the downwash integral expression at some downwash point
for some assumed pressure mode, e.g.:
1 s it(n)
( 2 7 1 ) C i j = 7/ / AP.j(c,n)K(x.-5,y rn,k,M)dcdn
-5 C,(n)
The C-matrix associated with control surface modes is dimensioned number of
downwash points by four. If a control surface C-matrix is combined with
the known cubic coefficients of hinge rotation associated with a given
vibration mode, the resulting mathematical downwash sheet will contain a
step (and slope if k^O) discontinuity at the hinge which is exactly equal
to the discontinuity in the kinematic downwash.
The C-matrix associated with main surface modes is dimensioned number of
downwash points by number of assumed pressure modes. Each column of the
C-matrix corresponds to the downwash sheet which would result from a unit
loading in the associated assumed pressure mode. Thus for example in a
symmetric analysis, the first assumed mode (sinU)cot(e/2)) corresponds to
the pressure distribution which would result from a unit -anale of attack
(k=0) of a rectangular planform, and the first column of the C-matrix is
the associated downwash,sheet -v a plane.
Because of the linearity of the governing integral equation the kinematic
downwash may be modified by the mathematical downwash due to any control
surface rotation to remove any discontinuities. Then the modified kinematic
downwash may be approximated by a linear combination of mathematical
downwash sheets (columns of C-matrix) associated with assumed main surface modes,
As noted each C-matrix term requires the numerical evaluation of the
downwash integral equation, either 2.3-1 or 2.3-6. This is very time
consuming, particularly for the control surface modes. Due to the form
of the assumed modes each C-matrix term is a function of planform geometry,
downwash point location, k-value, and Mach number. For this reason the
capability to save and reuse C-matrices has been included. Thus velocity
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profile variations, addition of different structural modes, or alterations
of structural modes may be made using saved C-matrices at a substantial
reduction in computer time, as opposed to recalculating a C-matrix for each
variation.
Contained in the table of contents associated with a library of C-matrices
saved by the user is information which is used in determining whether a
C-matrix in the library may be used for the main surface or control surface
planform, k-value, Mach number condition beinq analyzed. A description of the
information which must be "matched" exactly to reference a previously saved
C-matrix is given in Section 3.5, figure 3, page 43.
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2.8 Solution for Undetermined Coefficients
Given the kinematic downwash, the C-matrix associated with the assumed
main surface pressure modes, the C-matrix associated with assumed control
surface pressure modes, and the known coefficients of control surface
rotation for each control surface in the analysis, solution for the
unknown coefficients associated with assumed main surface pressure modes
is accomplished as follows.
The kinematic downwash is first modified by subtracting the mathematical
downwash due to control surface rotation,
_ no.cs
(2.8-1) [W] = [W] - 23 [C]*[A]. (no. cs = number of control surfaces)
1=1 "" n
Then the unknown coefficients are determined by solving
(2.8-2) [W] = [C][a]
where
[W] = [{W(x,y)}-| ....{W(x,y)} ] , Kinematic downwash columns
for n vibration modes1
]t = C-matrix associated with assumed pressure modes
for control surface i
[A], = (M N~i • r i • iN, H , Known cubic coefficients of controlsurface i rotation for n vibration modes1
[C] = C-matrix associated with assumed main surface pressure modes
[a] = [{a}-,--'{a} ] , unknown coefficients of assumed main surface
pressure modes for n vibration modes"1
Note that [W], [W], [Cl, [C]*, and [a] are complex.
1
 The n mode may be a gust "downwash mode".
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2.9 Unsteady Pressures and Sectional and Total Generalized Forces
Given the coefficients of assumed main surface pressure modes determined
by the procedure given in the proceeding section, and the cubic coefficients
of hinge rotation, the unsteady pressures and thus the sectional and total
generalized forces are relatively easy to calculate. For the purpose of
program efficiency, some precalculation is done prior to beginning analysis
of the various k-value Mach number conditions to be processed. A
description of the computing procedure follows the definition of
unsteady pressure, sectional and total generalized forces, and the form of
program output.
As previously written, for the jth structural mode,
no.cs
then
and
where
= 4pV2S1M no .cs r4E akJApkU,n) + E [E
•/
s ?t(n)
-// rt(5.n)
Y.(S,-n) = Modal deflection at (£,n) in ith structural mode
APT(c,n)- = Total unsteady pressure at (^,n) in j mode
I 0
QS.(n) = Sectional generalized force at
 n
Q. . = Total generalized force
• J
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Writing these with coefficients of q = i pV2 in terms of program
output, P. 0.,
(2.9-1) APTU.n)./q = [P.O.] same units as Z/bo
*J
[P.O.]- 8SJE a. . Ap-U.n ]J [
 k=1 kj k
no.cs 4
£
(2 .9-2) = [P.O.] same units as Z
[P.0.]i:j = 8
r M
L
I1""
a k jAP k (5 ,n)
"
no.cs,- 4
E ^
-k=1
(2.9-3) Q../qb S = [P .O. ] - . same units as Z
i j o J
CP.'O.]^ = 8
C*(n )
- [M
ri 'n [k = 1 akJ^k'C i I
no.cs.. 4
+
 £ £\-ijL
.k=l
Since the assumed main surface pressure modes are independent of k-value
and Mach number, these terms may be precalculated for unsteady pressure,
or in the case of sectional or total generalized forces, precalculated and
combined with the modal deflections to give integral values on a termwise
basis. The calculation of assumed main surface modes contribution to
unsteady pressure, sectional or total generalized forces then is reduced
to simply a matrix product of precalculated values and the coefficients
of assumed main surface modes (calculated per condition).
(2.9-4) < [Q
r Mn)(n),,] = If v.U,
1 J
 lM n
,,-] = ff /* n Yi(C.n)Apk(5,n)didn [{a. } •••{a. } ]1J JF ' k J k k J
[Q
Note that 2.9-4 apply only to contributions from assumed main surface
modes. Since the assumed mode for each control surface does depend uoon
k-value and Mach number, the same approach cannot be used. However, a
certain amount of information can be precalculated. In particular the
"spanwise" portion of the mode can be partially calculated,
and in the case of generalized forces, the modal deflections and quadrature
weights can be calculated and combined for the required (precalculated)
integration chord and points per chord distribution. Then per condition
the "chordwise" portion of the assumed mode, g(c,n), may be calculated
and combined with f(n) and in the case of generalized forces, with the weighted
modal deflections, to generate control surface contributions.
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3.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM USAGE
3.1 Machine Requirements
The RHO III program system is written for the CDC GOOD series computer. It
requires the use of a card reader, line printer, disk storage, a minimum
of zero and a maximum of four tape drives;
3.2 Operating System
The program runs under the SCOPE 3.1 or KRONOS operating systems.
All system routines used are assumed to be standard CDC release.
With the exception of one COMPASS routine used for shifting, all source
routines are coded in CDC 6600 FORTRAN IV. The overlay loading feature
is used.
3.3 Storage Allocation
The program will LOAD and EXECUTE with a field length of 70000g.
3.4 Timing
The principle factor which determines the amount of central processor
time required for execution per K-value/Mach number condition is the
number of C-matrices which must be calculated. An extremely large,
over 90%, reduction in time may be realized by using previously
generated C-matrices rather than calculating new ones. For each condition
a C-matrix must either be calculated or accessed from the C-matrix
file for the main surface and for each control surface included in
the analysis. In general the time required to calculate a control
surface C-matrix is at least 2 or 3 times that for a main surface.
The major factor in C-matrix calculation is the number of downwash
points. Due to the integration schemes used relatively more time
is required to perform the integration for higher Mach numbers.
Factors of lesser importance in the determination of central processor
time include the number of modes used in the analysis, the number of
input points used to describe the modes, and the specific results required,
e.g., are unsteady pressures, sectional generalized forces, or generalized
forces to be calculated,
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Based upon several sample analyses, the central processor time (CDC6600)
required per condition for C-matrix calculation is:
Main surface .37 sec/downwash pt., k = 0
1.2 sec/downwash pt., k ^  0
Control surface 3 sec/downwash pt., k = 0
7.5 sec/downwash pt., k ^  0
For a small number of modes (3 or 4) the time required for the
remainder of an analysis is less than 5 sec/condition.
The user will receive, in his output, a breakdown of the timing by
various sections of the analysis, refer to figure 9.c, page83 . From
this- information, specific timing requirements may be derived by the
user following several initial executions.
3.5 Disk File and Tape Utilization
RHOIII uses a maximum of five files in addition to standard input
and output. Two files are scratch files used for internal .information
transfer. The remaining three files are user specified input/output
files for input of user data and output of program results.
The files referenced are:
•v
(1) INPUT Standard Input (Card Reader)
(2) OUTPUT Standard Output (Line Printer)
(3) RHOSC1 Scratch File (Binary)
(4) RHOSC2 Scratch File (Binary)
*(5) CMFILE C-matrix file, user soecif4ed I/O file
for saving or accessing previously saved
C-matrices. (Binary)
*(6) MIFILE Modal Input file, user specified input file for
inputing Modal deflections and associated point
locations. (Binary)
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*(7) GFFILE Generalized Force File, user specified output
file for saving generalized air forces for
subsequent analysis. (Binary)
*The user may assign, as noted in data stacking, Page 58, any of the set,
Tape 1, Tape2, or TapeS, to these files. If this set is for some
reason inadequate, the file names may be changed using control card
parameter fields. The order of the file names appearing on the
program header card is:
INPUT, OUTPUT, RHOSC1, RHOSC2, TAPEl, TAPE2, TAPE3
Note that the nomenclature used in the description of the file formats,
figures 3-7 on the following pages, is a combination of engineering
nomenclature and variable names used in data stacking instructions,
section 3.7.3, page 58.
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MIFILE - Modal Input File (READTP/WRTETP)
E0F
FILE
N0.
MTF1ill" I
F0IP
1
{X}
{ Y }
[21
X,Y values of Input points - present 1f NIPTS<0,
(NIPTS.l)
Modal deflections, Z's, at input points - present if
NTPMD>0, (NIPTS.NTPMDS).
The MIFILE must be supplied by the user if either modal
input points or modes are defined by data input, NIPTS<0
or NTPMDS>0, to be on MIFILE.
FIGURE 2
CMFILE - C-Matrix File (READTP/WRTETP)
FILE
N0.
CMF1
E0F
E0F
{C},
• 1
•
{c>N
TABLE
OF
CONTENTS
NOTE:
There are two types of C-Matrices, main and control
surface. Each C-Matrix is a single vector,
(2*N0.DOWNWASH PT.S*N0.PRESSURE TERMS.l).
N0.pressure terms = NSPT*NCPT for main surface,
" " " = 4 for a control surface.
The Table of Contents Matrix contains one entry, column,
for each main surface C-Matrix in file CMF1. Each
control surface C-Matrix in file CMF1 is referenced
in the entry for the associated main surface C-Matrix.
The items in each entry are described in Figure 4, page 44
(18,N0. main surface C-Matrices).
The Table of Contents is updated and rewritten each time
a new C-Matrix is calculated.
The I.D. information associated with each C-Matrix,
ID(7) = k, reduced frequency
ID(8) = M, Mach N0.
ID(9) = S, semi-span
ID(10) = b , root semi-chord
ID(ll) = symmetry indicator, sym=l, asym=2
ID(12) = C-matrix user I.D.
is also compared against current analysis values during
a C-matrix fetch.
FIGURE 3
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TABLE OF CONTENTS ENTRY DESCRIPTION
WORD (ROW) NO.
1. I MAIN SURFACE USER ID~ TMATRIX LBC. * I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
L ISYM INLE INTE 1NDWC!NPDKCINSPT!NCPTJ N0cs*i
LSPAN J
IBO
}K-VALUE
[MACH N0.
I RUN TITLE*
13.
14.
15.
18.
RUN TITLE (C0NT)
MAIN SURFACE ENTRY DATE*
C0NTR0L SURFACE(l) USER ID. C0NTR0L
SURF. TYPE
MATRIX*
L0C.i
C0NTR0L SURFACE (4) USER ID. C0NTR0L
SURF. TYPE
MATRIX*
LOC.
Indicates is not used in finding a "MATCH"
a. There are up to 50 entries of the above form.
b. The MATRIX LOG. is the sequential location of the associated
C-matrix in file CMF1.
C. Each control surface C-matrix can be referenced only after its
associated main surface C-matrix has been referenced.
d. All current analysis values (except * and e.) must "MATCH" for a
C-matrix fetch to be allowed.
e. Provided that the other variables "MATCH", a t-matrix fetch is
allowed if S^Span and Bo^bo but ($-SPAN/Bo) < 10"6
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FIGURE 4
GFFILE - GENERALIZED FORCE FILE (READTP/WRTETP)
E0F
File
No.
GFF1
E0F
NORMAL FORMAT
[Q]j . is the generalized force matrix associated
with'the ith Mach No. and jth k-value.
Each matrix is column complex,
(No. Downwash Modes, No. Downwash Modes)
The information in each matrix I.D. is,
ID(7) = k, Reduced Frequency
I0(8) = b , Root Semi-chord
ID(9) = M, Mach No.
If a GFFILE is defined, GFjJPT is on, and GFX0PT is off,
the Generalized Force results on GFFILE will be in the above
format. If GFFILE is defined and GEX0PT is on the format will
be as shown in Figure 5-b.
FIGURE 5-a
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GFFILE - GENERALIZED FORCE FILE (READTP/WRTETP)
E0F
File
No.
GFF1
E0F
E0F
G
[X ,Y ]
[Y]
1 5uV
(k)
{ A P } i
'Vj
I QE1
[ Q R 1
•
•
*
•
i PI,
S
 J
I Q E 1
[ Q R J
UST EXCITATION FORMAT
Matrix
Name
100100 Leading edge definition points, (NLE.2)
100200 Trailing edge definition points, (NTE.2)
100300 Pressure output points, (NPRC*NPPRC,2)
100400 Sectional generalized force chords,
(NSGFC, 1)
100500 Leading edge and trailing edge values at
S.G.F. chords, (NSGFC, 2)
100600 Reduced frequencies (No. K-values,l)
lOOOOi Unsteady pressure at output points
for 1st k-value, ith downwash
mode, 1-1.N0.M0DES. (NPRC*NPPRC,1),
column complex.
lOOj Sectional generalized force matrix for
chord j for 1st k-value, j=l, NSGFC,
(NWTMDS, NDWMDS) column complex.
101 Excitation generalized forces for 1st
k-value, (NWTMDSJ) column complex.
1 Response generalized forces for 1st
jc-value, (NWTMDS, NWTMDS) column complex.
NOTE NWTMDS = NDWMDS- 1 when GEXOPT is on.
^
n(l 00000 )+1 i=l,N0.M0DES
n(1000)+j j=l, NSGFC
• for the n h k-value
100+n
n
^Note that the 1.0. information associated with the
in the first file, ID(8)=b0, ID(9)=MACH, ID(10)=FLA
FLAG= Sum of H PROMPT mt\ + 9KGFOIPT 0MH * A^CFWDT
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FIGURE 5-b
DWSFILE (RHgSCl) - DOWNWASH SCRATCH FILE (BINARY)
BASIC DOWNWASH INFORMATION
E0F
[•wb]
A°~
_
A3_ i
Basic downwash matrix, FORTRAN complex
(2*NDWC*NPDWC,NDWMDS)
Cubic Coefficients of hinge rotation for
surface i, i=1^0CS. (4.NDWMDS)
control
FIGURE 6-a
UNSTEADY PRESSURE INFORMATION
The following will be the next file on DWSFILE if PRS0PT is on
E0F
E0F
m
{ X }
[C/S
Y-Bar values of pressure report chords, (NPRC.l).
X-Bar values of pressure report points, (NPRC*NPPRC,1)
Main surface assumed pressure modes evaluated at
points on chord j, j=l,NPRC. (NPPRC,NSPT*NCPT)
Control surface information and modified hinge
rotations for control surface k, k=i,N0CS.
Control surface information consists of
(y, -y j ) . .
,), J=1,NPRC (NPRC.9)
(y
Modified hinge rotations consist of
Bh/(y jcs)= 0(y.j)*8/4ir (NPRC.NDWMDS)
yQ =
yi =
Outboard control surface side edge
Inboard control surface side edge
FIGURE 6-b
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DWSFILE (RH0SC1) - DOWNWASH SCRATCH FILE (Cont.)
SECTIONAL GENERALIZED FORCE INFORMATION
The following will be the next file on DWSFILE if SGF0PT is on.
E0F
2 <
E0F
r
<
{ Y }
{C/SINFO>
(X) ,j
ItfT v ],,,
Y-HAT values of Sectional Generalized Force
report chords, (NSGFC.l)
Chordwise integrals of main surface assumed
pressure modes times modal deflections for
the ^h S.G.F. chord
Control Surface Information, Integration points,
modified hinge rotations, and weighted deflections
at integration points for the .th control surface,
ith S.G.F. chord J
(1) repeated per S.G.F. chord, i=l,NSGFC
(2) repeated per Control Surface, j=l,N0CS
The form of Cj^j is, (C
FORTRAN complex
(NWTMDS,NSPT*NCPT)
TNTimm n
),
Note NWTMDS = NDWMDS except when GEX0PT is on, NWTMDS = NDWMDS-1
The control surface information is of the same form as that defined in
Figure 6-b with the exceptions that an additional variable, NPSGFC = N0.
integration points along chord, is added and the information applies to
only one chord, (10,1).
The integration points (NPSGFC,1) are quadrature points associated with
the weights below.
The modified hinge rotations are of the same form as that defined in
Figure 6-b except apply only to one chord, (NDWMDS,!).
The weightedmodaldeflections are the modal deflections evaluated at
integration points times associated quadrature weights, (NPSGFC, NWTMDS).
FIGURE 6-c
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DWSFILE (RHgSCl) - DOWNWASH SCRATCH FILE (Cent)
GENERALIZED FORCE INFORMATION
The following will be the next file on DWSFILE if GF0PT is on.
E0F
[M/SINT]
(C/S INF0}
M u
Surface integrals of main surface assumed pressure
modes times modal deflections.
N. = Number of integration chords for integration
J
 of the pressure association with the jtn
control surface.
Control surface information, integration points,
modified hinge rotations, and weighted modal
deflections at integration points for the itn
integration chord, jth control surface.
(1) repeated per control surface, j=l,N0CS
(2) repeated per integration chord, i = 1,N.
J
The form of (M/S INT) is (M/S INT)
FORTRAN complex
(NWTMDS, NSPT*NCPT)
m,r
Note NWTMDS » NDWMDS except when GEX0PT is on, NWTMDS « NDWMDS-1
The control surface information is of the same form as that defined
in Figure 6-b except as applies to single integration chord, (9,1).
The M integration points are quadrature points for chordwise integration
along an integration chord associated with the weights below, (M+1,1).
The modified hinge rotations are of the same form as that defined in
Figure 6-b except as applies to a single chord, (NDWMDS,!).
The weighted modal deflections are the modal deflections evaluated
at integration points times associated quadrature .weights, (M,NWTMDS).
FIGURE 6-d
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RH0SC2 - SCRATCH FILE (BINARY)
IFSFILE - INTERPOLATING FUNCTION SCRATCH FILE
ams}
cs
 J
A, "
Interpolating function coefficients for points
lying on main surface, (a (1),1).
Interpolating Function Coefficients for points
lying on control surface j, (a (1),1).
Cubic coefficients of control surface j rotation,
(4.NDWMDS).
j = 1.N0CS
FIGURE 7-a
CMSFILE - C-MATRIX SCRATCH FILE
Lcj i Row of C-matrix associated with main
surface assumed pressure modes, (1,NSPT*NCPT),
1 - 1 , NDWC*NPDWC
i Row of C-matrix associated with control
surface j assumed pressure mode, (1,4)
i = 1. NDWC*NPDWC
j = 1.N0CS
Note ith Row is associated with the ith downwash
point. Rows are FORTRAN complex.
FIGURE 7-b
CgFFILE - COEFFICIENT FILE
[a ] Coefficients of main surface assumed pressuremodes, (NSPT*NCPT,NDWMDS) FORTRAN complex.
FIGURE 7-c
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3.6 Control Cards
There are basically four modes of execution, from
(a) source in source form
(b) source in UPDATE form
(c) relocatable binary
(d) absolute binary
In the following, use of specific control cards has been avoided;
rather the required sequence of operations is specified. All file
names with the exception of RHOIII are arbitrary. Note that all
overlays have the name RHOIII, thus a file RHOIII is generated at
load time. For the cases above
(a) 1. Obtain a source file, PROG (2 records), from oermanent storage
(cards, tape, permanent disk file, etc.).
2. Compile first record placing rel. binary on BPROG.
3. Compile second record placing rel. binary on BSUBS.
4. Generate an alternate library on SUBLIB from BSUBS.
5. Load BPROG using alternate library SUBLIB.
6. Execute from RHOIII.
*NOTE - On some systems steos 4 and 5 of (a) may be combined
into one operation, e.g. loading BPR0G using BSUBS directly
as an alternate LIBRARY. On other systems, in which the
loader has no alternate library capability, a preload
operation may be performed in which some program other
than the loader searches for references in the routines
in BPROG to routines in BSUBS generating a file LPROGt-.
which is then processed by the loader, (i.e. the above
program performs the alternate library function)
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(b) 1. Obtain an old program library file, OLDPL, from permanent
storage.
2. Using UPDATE generate a source file, PROG (2 records).
(In UPDATE terminology, PROG would correspond to. the COMPILE
file.)
3. Proceed with steps 2 - 6 of (a).
(c) 1. Obtain a relocatable binary file, BPROG, main routines, from
permanent storage.
2. Obtain a relocatable binary file, BSUBS, alternate library
subroutines, from permanent storage.
3. Proceed with steps 4 - 6 of (a).
(d) 1. Obtain an absolute binary file, RHOIII, from permanent storage.
2. Execute from RHOIII.
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3.7 Program Input
3.7.1 General Remarks
The input to RHO III is of two forms, disk file/tape input, and card
input. Disk file/tape input may consist of input point locations
and/or modal deflections (MIFILE), and C-matrices previously calculated
(CMFILE). Card input consists of, list of options, definition of
user I/O files, list of K-values, Mach numbers, and a description of
planform. Card input may also consist of input point locations
and/or modal deflections, downwash point definition, pressure report
point definition, sectional generalized force report chord definition,
velocity profile modifications.
A description of the disk file/tape formats is given in Section 3.5.
Note that x,y point locations may be defined on either MIFILE or cards.
z modal deflections may be defined on either or both MIFILE and cards.
If defined on both MIFILE and cards, the modes input on cards are appended
to moHes input on MIFILE. The C-matrix file must be generated within
RHO III(using C-matrix option). Subsequent usage of the file will
use information if possible and will update the file with new informa-
tion. Thus, CMFILE must not contain information "below" the C-matrices
and Table of Contents, i.e., an open ended file.
The card input consists of field dependent input and free field input.
The field dependent input is identified in the field column of data
stacking as a specific field (No.) with associated FORMAT or as a LIST
indicating sequential input per the FORMAT using as many cards as
required. The free field input used is the standard FORTRAN namelist
feature. Free field input is identified by NAMELIST in the field
column with associated list name in the FORMAT column. Some of the
features of namelist input are:
(.1) Card(s) field consist of columns 2 through 80,
(2) List consists of a $ list name in column 2 followed by a series
of specifications continued on as many cards as required and
terminated by a $.
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(3) Specifications are of the form:
a. Vname = Value
b. Vname(l) »Valuel, Value2»....Valuen
Where Vname is one of the variable names for the list, value is the
associated value(s). Value may be an integer, a floating point number
in normal or exponential form, or in the case of a logical variable
(specifically the options) of the form.
.T. or .True, indicating true or on
.F. or .False, indicating false of off
(4) Specifications must be separated by commas. Note there is no
comma between the last specification and terminating $.
(5) Embedded blanks are allowed except within the $ list name,
variable name, or value. Note at least one blank must separate
the $ list name and the first specification.
(6) The order of appearance of variables on the card(s) is not
important - the spelling is.
(7) Any or all of the variables may be left out of the list, e.g.,
$list name .. $ is legitimate. This assumes of course that there
is a legal default value associated with the variable(s) not
included in the list.
There are a number of input sets consisting of x and y locations on the
planform. Where feasible, the option of specifying th-is information
in physical coordinates or in bar notation (see nomenclature) has
been allowed.
3.7.2 Limitations
The following are size limitations within the program (also noted in
Data Stacking):
2^NLE_<10 No. leading edge definition points
2<NTE_<10 No. trailing edge definition ooints
0<NOCS<4 No. control surfaces
UNDWC<9 No. downwash chords
1<NPDWC<8 No. Pts. per downwash chord
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3<NIPTS<110 No. modal input points
ZO No. downwash modes
NDWMDS = NCDMDS (NO.MODES ON CARDS)
+ NTPMDS (NO.MODES ON MIFILE)
+ l(If GEXOPT is on)
1<:NOKVAL<20 No. reduced frequencies
l5NOMACH<20 No. mach numbers
1<NSPT<NDWC No. spanwise pressure terms
1<NCPT<NPDWC No. chordwise pressure terms
l<_NPRCj<ll No. pressure report chords
1<NPPRC<21 No. points per pressure reoort chord
l^NSGFCj^n No. sectional generalized force report chords
2_<NVPPTS<26 No. velocity profile input points
The following are analysis limitations:
No downwash chord should be placed at the tip or control surface side
edge. (Refer to Appendix C, Spanwise Integration)
It is not recommended that a downwash chord be placed at a spanwise
planform discontinuity, e.g., a change in leading edge or trailing
edge slope.
No downwash point should be placed at the leading edge, trailing edge,
or control surface hinge.
The downwash point distribution should be such that the boundary
conditions are sufficiently defined. (A downwash point on a control
surface is not specifically required).
Control surfaces may share common edges, but should not overlao.
Caution should be used in interpreting results for k-values much over
3.0, or when shocks exist on the planform.
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No pressure report chord or sectional generalized force report
chord should be placed at a control surface side edge.
No pressure report point should be placed on a control surface
hinqe.
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DATA FLOW
CARD SET 1
RUN
TITLE
CARD SET 2.
ANALYSIS &
I PRINT OPTIONS
CARD SET 3
FILE
DESCRIPTION
CARD SET 4
CONDITION
DESCRIPTION
CARD SET 5
ANALYSIS
DESCRIPTION
CARD SET 6
LEADING EDGE
DEFINITION
CARD SET 7
TRAILING EDGE
DEFINITION
3
T
CARD SET £
MODAL INPUT
POINTS
- 0
CO
H
M
H
1
CARD SET 10
MODAL DEFL.
AT INPUT PTS.
CARD SET 11
DOWNWASH
CHORD AND
POINT VALUES
CARD SET 8
CONTROL SURF
DEFINITION
CARD SET 12.
VELOCITY PROFILE
INFORMATION
CARD SET 13.
V.P.INPUT PTS
AND VALUES
CARD SET I
PRESSURE CHORD
1& POINT VALUES
CARD SET ]J>
SECTIONAL GEN
FORCE CHORDS
CARD SET 16
TERMINATION
PROCEDURE
FIGURE 8 57
CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
3.7.3 DATA STACKING
1-7 7A10 RTITLE Descriptive title. Appears with all output
with run date appended. Also appears in the
table of contents for any main surface
C-matrix generated and saved.
Namel.ist RHOA SYM
CMOPT
PRSOPT
GFOPT
SGFOPT
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VPOPT
GEXOPT
MIPOPT
MOPOPT
MSID
SYMmetry indicator (default is symmetric)
SYM = 0, analysis is symmetric
1, analysis is anti-symmetric
C-Matrix OPTion (default is off)
on = generate a new C-matrix file, CMFILE
off - use/update an old CMFILE, if present
PReSsure OPTion (default is off)
on = report unsteady pressures/condition
off = no pressure report given
Generalized Force OPTion (default is off)
on = calculate generalized forces/condition
off = do not calculate generalized forces
Sectional Generalized Force OPTion (default
is off)
on = report sectional generalized forces
off = no sectional generalized force report
Velocity Profile OPTion (default is off)
on = modify downwash slopes by a user
supplied velocity profile
off = no velocity profile modifications
Gust Exicitation OPTion (default is off)
on = include a gradual or non-gradual
penetration gust mode
off = no gust mode included
Modal Input Print OPTion (default is off)
on = output user defined modal input points
and associated deflections
off = no output of input points and def 1.
Modal Output Print OPTion (default is off)
on = output downwash points and interpolated
deflections and slopes and coefficients
of hinge rotation if there are any
control surfaces,
off = output only downwash points
Main Surface C-matrix I.D.
(default is 0)
MSID=n, n=0,l,2...,4095
CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
2 (cont.) DWPOPT
CMPOPT
PCPOPT
GFPOPT
DownWash Print OPTion (default is off)
on = output the full downwash matrix.
If control surfaces are present also
output downwash matrix following
removal of downwash due to control
surface rotation
off = no downwash matrix output
C-Matrix Print OPTion (default is off)
on = output the main surface and control
surface (if any) C-matrices .
off = no C-Matrix output
Pressure Coefficient Print OPTion (default
is off)
on = print matrix of coefficients of
main surface assumed pressure modes
off = no pressure coefficient output
Generalized Force Print OPTion (default is 0)
-1 = no generalized force matrix print
0 = print all generalized force matrices
n> 0 = print first n generalized force
matrices
3 Namelist RHOB CMFILE
CMF1
MI FILE
MIF1
GFFILE
C-Matrix FILE, user I/O
and saving C-matrices.
0 - no C-matrix file
11N1 3 = C-matrix file
file for fetching
(default is 0)
name is tapeN
GFF1
C-Matrix File 1, first pertinent file on
CMFILE (default is 1) - see CMFILE
description, Figure 3, page 43.
Modal Input FILE, user input file for input
of points and associated modal deflections
(default is 0) - similar to CMFILE input
Modal Input File 1, first pertinent file on
MIFILE (default is 1) - see MIFILE
description, Figure 2, page 43.
Generalized Force FILE, user outnut file
for saving generalized force matrices
(default is 0) - see GFFILE description.
Similar to CMFILE input
Generalized Force File 1, first pertinent
file on GFFILE, i.e. of generalized
force matrices - see GFFILE description,
Figures 5a,b, pages 45, 46
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CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Namellst RHOC KVALUE
MACHNO
list of reduced frequencies
(from 1 to 20 values)
list of Mach numbers (from 1 to 20 values)
Namelist RHOD BO
SPAN
BR
NLE
NTE
NOCS
..NDWC
NPDWC
NSPT
NCPT
NPRC
Root semi-chord (or some other reference
length) (default is root semi-chord as
determined from leading edge trailing edge
definitions)
Semi-span (default is semi-span as determined
from leading edge definition)
Reference length associated with input deflec
tions. All input deflections will be
multiplied by br. (Default is 1.0)
Number of Leading Edge definition points
2 5 NLE i 10
Number of Trailing Edge definition points
2 * NTE i 10
Number of Control Surfaces
0 ± NOCS i 4
Number of DownWash Chords. If NDWC < 0, the
downwash chord and points per chord ciistributi
will be generated using a cosine distribution,
0 <)NDWC/1 9 (riqht hand side)
Number of Points per DownWash Chord. If
NPDWC < 0 (assuming NDWOO), the user input
downwash chords and points per downwash chord
will be input in bar notation )NPDWC| £ 8
Number of Spanwise Pressure Terms (default
is NDWC) 0 < NSPT iJNDWC)
Number of Chordwise Pressure Terms (default
is NPDWC) 0 < NCPT i) NPDWC 1
NOTE: If NSPT 4 NDWC, or NCPT # NPDWC, the
solution for assumed pressure mode coefficienl
will be a least squares rather than exact
solution.
***NOT AVAILABLE***
Number of Pressure Report Chords (default is
11) |NPRC| i11 if NPRC. < 0, the pressun
chord input and point per chord will be in
bar notation.
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CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Number of Points per Pressure Report Chord
(default is 21) NPPRC * 21
NOTE: NPRC and NPPRC are applicable only if
PRSOPT is on. If either is zero, the default
pressure report points will be used.
Number of sectional generalized force chords
applicable only if SGFOPT is on. If NSGFC
is not specified and SQFOPT is on, a default
set of 11 chords will be used. If NSGFC < 0
The chords will be in bar notation. JNSGFCJ 611
Number of user input deflection modes on
MIFILE
Number of user input deflection modes on
cards
NOTE: NTPMDS + NCDMDS +'1 (if GEXOPT is on)
£20. Card modes will be appended to tape
modes.
Number of user supplied Input PoinTS if
NIPTS > 0, they will be read from cards,
otherwise they will be read from MIFILE.
See MIFILE description, also see interpolation
description. 3 flNIPTSji 110 (except
NIPTS=-1 indicates number of points will be
obtained from MIFILE)
Zero phase gust reference point for a gradual
penetration gust mode (default is a non-
gradual penetration gust mode, i.e., XGUST is
not used) XGUST is applicable only if GEXOPT
is on.
5 (Cont.) NPPRC
NSGFC
NTPMDS
NCDMDS
NIPTS
XGUST
LIST 6F10.0 XLE(I)
YLE(I)
Leading edge definition, I=1,NLE, 3 pair
of input values per card, Root to Tip.
LIST 6F10.0 XTE(I)
YTE(I)
Trailing edge definition, I=1,NTE, 3 pair
of input values per card, Root to Tip.
IfNOCS = 0, omit CARD SET 8, otherwise repeat CARD SET 8 NOCS times, most inboard
control surface to most outboard.
8 A7, 3X
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
CSID
XHLI
YHLI
XHLO
YHLO
Control Surface I.D., used in referencing
C-matrices.
X-Hinge Line definition value at Inboard edge
Y-Hinge Line definition value at Inboard edge
X-Hinge Line definition value at Outboard edge
Y-Hinge Line definition value at Outboard edge
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CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
If NIPTS > 0, omit CARD Set 9, modal input points will be read from MIFILE.
9 LIST 6F10.0 XIN(I)
YIN(I)
Modal input points, 1=1, NIPTS, 3 pair of
input values per card.
If NCDMDS = 0, omit CARD SET 10, any modal deflections will be read from MIFILE,
otherwise repeat CARD SET 10 NCDMDS times.
10 LIST 7F10.0 ZIN(I) , deflection at I-th input point, 1=1, NIPTS
If NDWC<0, omit CARD SET 11, downwash points will be generated using a cosine
distribution in both X and Y direction, otherwise repeat CARD SET 11 NDWC times.
11 1 F10.0
6F10.0
-7F10.C
YDWC
XDWP(I)
Downwash chord, Downwash points/chord, 1=1,
NPDWC . First value on first card is chord,
points per chord are then listed. Root to
Tip - Leading edge to Trailing edge.
If VPOPT is off, omit CARD SETS 12 and 13
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
LIST
15
15
F10.0
15
F10.0
6F10.0
NVPPTS
NDLE
OLE
NOTE
DTE
XVP(I)
VPFL(I)
Number of Velocity Profile input PoinTS
2 * NVPPTS ± 26
Indicator for derivative at leading edge.
(0,1,2)
0 = slope will be calculated
1 = the first derivative at leading edge
will be supplied by user
2 = the second derivative at leading edge
will be supplied by user.
Value of desired derivative at leading edge
Indicator for derivative at trailing edge
(0,1,2)
0 = slope will be calculated
1 = the first derivative at trailing edge
will be supplied by user
2 = the second derivative at trailing edge
will be supplied by user
Value of desired derivative at trailing edge
Percent chord/100 versus velocity profile,
1 = 1 , NVPPTS
If PRSOPT is off, or NPRC or NPPRC = 0, omit CARD SET 14, otherwise repeat
CARD SET 14 NPRC times.
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CARD
SET
14
FIELD
1
LIST
FORMAT
F10.0
6F10.0
-7F10.C
VARIABLE
YPC
XPPT(I)
DESCRIPTION
Pressure report chord, points/pressure report
chord, 1=1, npprc. First value on first card
is chord, points per chord are then listed.
If SGFOPT is OFF or NSGFC = 0, omit CARD SET 15
15
16
LIST
1
2
3
7F10.0
A7, 3X
15
15
YSGFC(I)
LNAME
LI
12
Sectional generalized force report chords,
1=1, NSGFC .
Termination indicator
"EXIT" or blank = call exit
"RETURN" = execute a return to calling routine
some name = execute a call to
OVERLAY (some name, LI, L2)
Primary level overlay number for LNAME =
some name.
Secondary level overlay number for LNAME =
some name.
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3.8 Program Output
3.8.1 Program Results
1. Header Page
2. Analysis options, print options, user I/O file .description,
analysis description, main surface description, and control
surface description. Note that titling corresponds to input.
3. Modal input (optional - see MIPOPT)
4. Downwash chord and point values:
A list of downwash chords with associated leading edqe, hinge,
trailing edge intersects, midchord and semichord values, and
points per downwash chord.
5. Modal output (optional - replaces 4 - see MOPOPT)
A list of downwash chord and point values as described in 4 plus
the interpolated modal deflections and slopes at the downwash
points. If a control surface(s) is present, the derived cubic
coefficients of hinge rotation per mode are also output.
6. Downwash matrix (optional - output per condition - see DWPOPT)
In addition to the full downwash matrix, if control surfaces are
present, the downwash matrix following removal of control surface(s)
singularity is output.
7. C-matrix (optional - output per condition - see CMPOPT)
If there are control surfaces in the analysis, the control surface
C-matrices, as well as normal main surface C-matrix, are output.
8. Pressure series coefficients (optional - output oer condition -
see PCPOPT)
9. Unsteady pressure report (optional - output per condition - see
PRSOPT)
List of pressure output points (in bar notation) with associated
unsteady pressure (real/imaginary, amplitude/phase) per mode.
10. Sectional generalized force report (optional - output per condition -
see SGFOPT)
A sectional generalized force matrix is output for each soecified chord.
11. Generalized air force matrix (optional - see GFOPT and GFPOPT)
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12. C-matrix file table of contents
A summary of all entries present in CMFILE is aiven if a file
has been defined.
13. Timing results
A list of accumulated C.P. times in the various sections is output.
At job termination.
All normal program output includes the run title with date appended.
Condition dependent output also includes the specified K-value and
Mach number.
3.8.2 Diagnostics
Program output for a program detected .error consists of an entry in the
dayfile,
RHO III ERROR NO. XX
JOB FLUSHED
And a diagnostic in the printed output of the form,
********** RHO III ERROR NO. XX **********
Type error - description
The description should be sufficient to allow the user to locate his
error or if required define the problem for the individual(s)
responsible for program maintenance.
The types include
USER DATA ERROR - Indicates exceedance of a program size restriction, or
input of a downwash point, pressure report point, or sectional generalized
report chord which does not lie on the defined planform, or an insufficient
distribution of modal input points for definition of modal deflections,
or input of an illegal file name.
USER DATA FILE ERROR - Generally indicates that the format of a user
defined file is incorrect, e.g., MIFILE, CMFILE, GFFILE. The error may
occur during file spacing, attempting to read a matrix (READTP), or
reading a matrix with incorrect dimensions.
PROGRAM DATA FILE ERROR - Generally indicates a non-user related error
incurred when writing a matrix (WRTETP) on a user defined file. The
individual(s) responsible for program maintenance should be contacted.
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EQUATION FORMULATION ERROR - Indicates the C-matrix is singular. This
may be caused by the user defining two downwash points with the same (or
very nearly the same) coordinates, otherwise the individual(s) responsible
for program maintenance should be contacted.
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3.9 Sample Input/Output
The following set of data input, Figure 9-b, page 72, and resulting program
output, Figure 9-c, pages 73-84 , are for the planform shown in Figure 9-a,
page 71, for one k-value/Mach no. condition.
The problem consists of a normal high aspect ratio lifting surface with a single
(partial span) control surface.
Referring to the sample data input, the first numbers along the right hand side
refer to Card Set no. as it appears in section 3.7.3, Data Stacking.
The correspondence between input and output is then:
Titling
The input title, Card Set 1, appears in the heading for all sections of output
with the run date appended. This information is also saved with any main surface
C-matrix entry in the C-matrix file, CMFILE (refer to paae 44).
Planform
The input parameters describing the lifting surface, root semi-chord, BO,
semi-span, SPAN, number of leading edge, NLE, and trailing edge, NTE, definition
points, are specified in Card Set 5. The leading edge and trailing edge x,y
values of the definition points are listed in Card Sets 6 and 7. The number of
control surfaces, NOCS, is specified in Card Set 5, and the definition of the
control surface hinge is listed in Card Set 8.
All of the above information is reproduced in the output, pages 74,75 .
Modal Deflections
The number of modal input points, NIPTS, and the number of modes to be input on
"CARDS", NCDMDS, are specified in Card Set 5. Since NIPTS is positive, i.e.,
input points will be specified on cards, and the default value (0) is used for
number of modes to be input on "TAPE",NTPMDS, a modal input file, MIFILE, is
not used and is thus not specified in Card Set 3. Since NIPTS is positive, the
input points are listed in Card Set 9. The modal deflections at these ooints
are listed in Card Set 10, repeated per mode (NCDMDS).
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The modes included are:
(1) Translation (1 in.)
(2) Pitch (1 rad. about rotation axis)
(3) Control surface rotation (1 rad. about hinge in the steamwise direction)
(4) Combination (2) and (3)
Since the modal input print option, MIPOPT in Card Set 2, is exercised, the
above input is reproduced in the output, paqe 76 .
Since the modal output print ootion, MOPOPT in Card Set 2, is exercised, the
interpolated values of deflections and slopes at downwash points is reported,
pages 77, 78. Also the cubic coefficients of control surface rotation,
0(n), are reported page 79. Note that 0(n) has been modified by a velocity
profile, and that the hinge is not a constant percent chord, thus 0(n) is
no longer a constant along the hinge. Observe AOj4! and Al, A2, A3 ^0 for
modes 3 and 4.
Downwash Points
The number of downwash chords, NDWC, and the number of points per downwash chord,
NPDWC, are specified in Card Set 5. Since NDWC is negative the program generates
the required values using cosine distributions, i.e., Card Set 11 is not used.
The downwash chord and point values are reported, page 77,7&.Since, as previously
noted, MOPOPT is on, the interpolated deflections and slopes are also printed.
Note that in the above output, X-H.L.=I indicates there is no physical control
surface hi.nge value for the particular downwash chord.
Velocity Profile
The option to modify the slopes at the downwash points by a velocity profile,
VPOPT Card Set 2, is exercised. The number of velocity profile input points,
the choice of which derivatives will be specified for the first and last
point (in this case 2nd) and the value of the derivatives (in this case 0.)
are specified in Card Set 12. The values of percent chord versus viQCA|/V
are listed in Card Set 13.
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The velocity profile is for a NACA 63A006 type airfoil - information obtained
from reference 2.
i
As previously noted, the cubic coefficients of hinge rotation page 79, reflect
the fact that 0(n) has been modified by velocity profile.
Analysis Information
The specific k-value and Mach no. conditions to be processed are specified in
Card Set 4. Note that the subscript 1 is required by FORTRAN Namelist
convention, refer to section 3.7.1. If the subscript is not included, a non-
fatal error diagnostic indicating "too few constants for unsubscripted array"
will be given.
A C-matrix file, CMFILE, is defined in Card Set 3. The C-matrix option, CMOPT
in Card Set 2, is exercised to indicate that this is a new file which must be
generated. In subsequent runs, this file may be specified and CMOPT left in
default or off condition. The program will then examine CMFILE for previously
generated C-matrices which may be used; failing to find a "MATCH", it will
generate a new C-matrix and save it on CMFILE.
The default value (0) for symmetry, SYM in Card Set 2, is used. The default
value (0) for main surface C-matrix I.D., MSID in Card Set 2, is used, and the
control surface C-matrix I.D., CSID, is specified in Card Set 8.
Since a CMFILE is present, a summary of the contents of the file is given
following all conditions, page 83.
Unsteady Pressure
The option to report unsteady pressures, PRSOPT in Card Set 2, is exercised.
The number of pressure report chords, NPRC, and number of points per pressure
report chord, NPPRC, are specified in Card Set 5. The values are then listed
in Card Set 14, repeated per chord. The first value in each set is the chord
location followed by the list of points for that chord. Since NPRC is negative
all values are input in bar notation.
The resulting pressure report is shown on page 80.
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Sectional Generalized Force.
The option to report sectional generalized forces, SGFOPT in Card Set 2, is
exercised. The number of sectional generalized force report chords, NSGFC, is
specified in Card Set 5. The chords are listed in Card Set 15. Since NSGFC
is positive, the chord value is in physical coordinates.
The resulting sectional generalized force report is shown on page 81.
Generalized Force
The option to calculate generalized forces, GFOPT in Card Set 2, is exercised.
The default value (0=print all) is used for generalized force print option,
GFPOPT in Card Set 2. The option to save generalized forces for subsequent
analysis is exercised by specifying a generalized force file, GFFILE in Card Set 3.
The resulting generalized force results are shown on page 82.
T i mi ng
The breakdown on central processor time required to perform the analysis is
shown en page 84.
Miscellaneous
The options to print downwash matrix, DWPOPT, print C-matrices, CMPOPT, and
print pressure coefficients, PCPOPT, were not exercised, (i.e., not specified
on Card Set 2).
The option to perform a gust analysis, GEXOPT in Card Set 2, either gradual
or non-gradual penetration (dependent upon XGUST in Card Set 5) was not
exercised.
The termination procedure specified, Card Set 16, was to call EXIT, i.e.,
terminate execution.
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84 Fi.gure 9-c (Continued)
4. COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This section is a description of the organization and function of the various
routines included in the RHOIII package.
4.1 Overlay Structure
RHOIII consists of a primary level overlay which acts as a monitor
in selection of secondary overlays. Each secondary overlay
performs a discrete logical step in the analysis. The overlay
structure is:
(1) Primary Overlay
(a) RHOIII, 1,0
(2) Secondary Overlays
(a) RHOIII,1,1
(b) RHOIII,1,2
(c) RHOIII,1,3
(d) RHOIII,1,4
(e) RHOIII,1.5
(f) RHOIII,1,6
(g) RHOIII,1,7
(h) RHOIII,1,8
(i) RHOIII,1,9
(j) RHOIII,1,10
(k) RHOIII,1,11
RHOIII, Monitor.
INPREP, Reads all user input and outputs
basic job description.
MIPREP, Generates interpolation function
coefficients from input points and modal
deflections.
DWPREP, Generates modal deflections and
slopes at downwash points.
PRSPREP, Prepares Information necessary for
calculation of unsteady pressures.
SGFPREP, Prepares information necessary
for calculation of sectional generalized
forces.
GFPREP, Prepares information necessary for
calculation of generalized forces.
RDVRTC, Performs all I/O associated with
the file containing C-matr1x information.
CMCALC, Calculates C-matrices associated
with main surface pressure terms or control
surface pressure terms.
PCOEFF, Removes the step discontlnuties
In the downwash matrix due to any control
surface rotation, and solves the set of
simultaneous equations for coefficients of
the assumed main surface pressure modes.
PRESURE, Calculates and reports unsteady
pressures.
SGFORCE, Calculates and reports sectional
generalized forces.
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(1) RHOIII.1.12 GFORCE, Calculates and reports
generalized forces.
(m) RHOIII.1,13 ERROR, Gives diagnostic for a program
detected error and causes an abnormal
termination.
(n) RHOIII.1.14 GSTPREP, Prepares initial file of output
on GFFILE for a gust excitation analysis.
Refer to Figure 11, Page 87 for program flow.
\
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FIGURE 10 87
RHO III PROGRAM FLOW
prepare informa-
tion for unsteady
pressure report
prepare informa-
tion for section-
al generalizedforge report v y
.F.
IFSFILEl
GFPREP
prepare informa-
tion for general-
ized force report
f DWSFILEJ
( GFFILE )
GSTPREP
prepare initial
file of gust
excitation cutout
/-—xInitialize
C-matrix file
table of contents
to zero
fetch table of
contents from
C-matrix file
88 Figure
:ycle by Mach no.
NOMACH times
cycle by k-value
NOKVAL times
=0
or .T.
search table of
contents for a
main surface
match
no
RDWRTC
fetch c-matrix
from CMFILE and
place on CMSFILE
A
CMCALC
calucate a main
surface c-matrix
CMFILE
RDWRTC
write main
surface C-matrix
and table of con-
tents on CMFILE
CMFILE
cycle by
control
surface
CMFILE\ or .T.
CMOPT
search main sur-
face entry in
table of contents
for a control
surface match
fetch C-matrix
from CMFILE and
place on CMSFILE
CMSFILE
^^* -^ —"^
update
table of contentsKD
CMCALC
calculate a
control surface
c-matrix
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update main
surface entry
in table of
contents
calculate and
report sectional
qen. forces
write control
surface C-matrix
and tablp of cont.
on CMFILE
S X
calculate and
report gen.
forces
Control surface
k-va iue
cycle
end of
Mach.no.
cycle
subtract out any
"control surface"
sing, and solve
for M.S. COEFF.
give table of
contents summary
calculate and
report unsteady
pressures exitreturn
[call overlay
give error
diagnostic and
exit abnormal
Program
Detected
Error Condition
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4.2 Labeled Common Description
Labeled common blocks are used for communication between the primary
overlay and the secondary overlays. Additional labeled common blocks
are used in some secondary overlays for communication between various
routines within the overlay. The block names and contents are:
A. BASIC
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
B.
ZERO
PI
PI02
INDCM
SYM
SPAN
BO
SH
KVAL
MACH
BETA
KSQD
BETASQD
OPTIONS
(0
1
TT 4
S
bo
S
k
M
6
k2
B2
1. CMOPT
2. PRSOPT
3. SGFOPT
Complex zero
C-matrix indicator. If INDCM=0, the
C-matrix in question is associated with
main surface pressure terms. If INDCM=i,
the C-matrix in question is associated
with pressure terms for control surface i
Symmetry indicator, SYM=1 Symmetric
-2 Anti Symmetric
Semi-span
Root semi chord or some other
chosen reference length.
s/bo
Reduced frequency, K-value.
Hach number
C-matrix option, .T. = Generate a new
CMFILE, .F. = Use/update an old CMFILE
if present.
Pressure Report Option,.T. = Report
unsteady pressures,. .F_. .=no-pressure--
report.
Sectional generalized force option, .T. =
Report sectional generalized forces,
.F. - No report.
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4. GFOPT
5. GEXOPT
6. VPOPT
7. MIPORT
8. MOPOPT
9. DWPOPT
10. CMPOPT
11. PCPOPT
12. GFPOPT
Generalized Force Option, .T. =
Calculate generalized forces, .F. =
Do not calculate.
Gust Excitation Option, .T. = Add a
gradual or non-gradual penetration gust
mode to downwash, .F. = no exictation.
Velocity Profile Option, .T. = Modify
downwash slopes with user supplied velocity
profile, .F. = No velocity profile
modifications.
Modal Input Print Option, .T. = Print
input points and modal deflections,
.F. = No output.
Modal Output Print Option, .T. = Print
downwash chord and point values with
interpolated deflections and slopes, .F. =
output only downwash chord and point
values.
Downwash Print Option, .T. = Print full
downwash matrix and modified downwash
matrix if control surfaces are present,
.F. = No downwash matrix output.
C-Matrix Print Option, .T. = Print
main surface and control surface C-
matrices, .F. = No C-matrix output.
Pressure Coefficient Print Option,
.T. = Print pressure series coefficients
of main surface pressure modes, .F. =
No pressure coefficient output.
Generalized Force Print Option,
= N <0, Print NO Generalized Air Force
Matrices
= 0, Print ALL Generalized Air Force
Matrices
= N >0, Print first Generalized Air Force
Matrices
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c.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
D.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1U
12.
FILES
CMFILE
CMF1
MIFILE
MIF1
GFFILE
GFF1
IN
OUT
RHOSC1
(DWSFILE)*
RHOSC2
(IFSFILE)*
(CMSFILE)*
(COFFILE)*
COUNT
NDWC
NPDWC
NDWP
NSPT
NCPT
NPTRM
NPRC
NPPRC
NPPT
NSGFC
NDWMDS
NWTMDS
C-Matrix File, I/O.
First pertinent file on CMFILE
Modal Input File, Input.
First pertinent file on MIFILE
Generalized Force File, Output.
First pertinent file on GFF1 .
Standard Input
Standard Output
Internal Scratch File
Internal Scratch File
*AHernate Names
Number of Downwash Chords
Number of Points/Downwash Chord
Number of Downwash Points
Number of Spanwise Pressure Terms
Number of Chordwise Pressure Terms
Number of Pressure Terms
Number of Pressure Output Chords
Number of Points/Pressure Output Chord
Number of Pressure Output Points
Number of Sectional Generalized Force
Report Chords
Number of Downwash Modes
Number of Deflection Weighting Modes
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
E.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
. 7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
NOKVAL
IKVAL
NOMACII
I MACH
ICOND
MSGEOM
MS ID
YUWC
XDWP
XLEDWC
DXLEDWC
XMDWC
XTEDWC
DXTEDWC
BDWC
NLE
XLE
YLE
DXLEDY
NTE
XLE
YLE
DXTEDY
XGUST
y
X
e£(y)
9^ (y.)
*mti>-
ct(y)
6(y)
ri r* T~
Number of K-Values
K-Value Counter
Number of Mach Numbers
Mach Number Counter
Condition (K-Value/Mach No.) Counter
C-Matrix I.D. for Main Surface
Downwash Chord Values
Downwash Point Values
Leading Edge Value at y
Slope of Leading Edge at y .
Mid-Chord Value at y .
Trailing Edge Value at y .
Slope of Trailing Edge at y .
Semi-Chord Value at y .
Number of Leading Edge Definition Pts.
X-Value of Leading Edge Definition Pts.
Y-Value of Leading Edge Definition Pts.
Slope of Leading Edge Definition Lines.
Number of Trailing Edge Definition Pts.
X-Value of Trailing Edge Defintion Pts.
Y-Value of Trailing Edge Definition Pts.
Slope of Trailing Edge Definition Lines.
X-Value of Zero Phase Gust Reference Point
for a Gradual Penetration Gust Mode.
(= 7HCEFAULT for a non-qradual penetration
gust mode)
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F. CSGEOM
1.
2.
3.
NOCS
CSID
CSTYPE
4. XHLDWC ?n
~T
6. XHLI *i
7. XHLBARI *i
8. YHLI ^i
9. XHLO X0
10. XHLBARO *o
11. YHLO yn
12. DXHLDY
Number of Control Surfaces.
C-Matrix I.D.'s for Control Surfaces.
Indicator for Type Control Surface
1- Full-Span
2- Tip-Span
3- Mid-Span
4- Partial-Span
Physical Hinae Line Value at V
Slope of Physical Hinqe at y
X-Value of Hinge at Inboard Side Ldqe
of Control Surfaces
XHLI in Bar Notation
Y-Value of Inboard Side Edge of Control
Surfaces.
X-Value of Hinge at Outboard Side Edge of
Control Surfaces.
XHLO in Bar Notation.
Y-Value of Outboard Side Edge of Control
Surfaces.
Slope of Control Surface Hinge Lines.
G. TABLE
1.
2.
3.
RTITLE
TABLE
NENTRY
4. MATSP
5. NOMAT
Run Title with Date Appended
C-Matrix File Table of Contents
Number of Entries (col's.) in Table
of Contents.
Matrix Spacing on C-Matrix File to
Desired C-Matrix.
Number of C-Matrices on C-Matrix File.
H. COND
1. KVALUE k's
2. MACHNO M's
Array of NOKVAL K-Values
Array of NOMACH Mach Numbers
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I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
J.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
K.
1.
2.
3.
ENDIT
IERROR
LNAME
(XNAME)
LI
(XL1)
L2
(XL2)
QUADWTS
WT4
DIST4
WT8
DIST8
WTS5
DISTS5
WTS10
DISTS10
WTL4
DISTL4
WTL8
DISL8
RWBUFF
IB1
IB2
BUFF
RHOIII Error Number
Termination Procedure *
Primary Overlay Number *
Secondary Overlay Number *
* If IERROR > 0 LNAME, LI, L2 are
used to pass information to the
error routine.
4 Pt. Legendre Quadrature Weights
4 Pt. Legendre Quandrature Abscissae
8 Pt. Legendre Quadrature Weights
8 Pt. Legendre Quadrature Abscissae
5 Pt.Square Root Quadrature Weights\
5 Pt. Square Root Quadrature Abscissae
10 Pt. Square Root Quadrature Weights
10 Pt. Square Root Quadrature Abscissae
4 Pt. Log Quadrature Weights
4 Pt. Log Quadrature Abscissae
8 Pt. Log Quadrature Weights
8 Pt. Log Quadrature Abscissae
"BUFFSIZE"
buffer size
READTP/WRTETP buffer
The following labeled common blocks are used during C-Matrix Calculation,
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L.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1 A1 4 .
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
DWCHD
YH
YBAR
FYBAR
FPYBAR
XH
XBAR
XHLE
XHM
XHTE
BH
DXIHLDE
DXIHTDE
FXY
nc v vnvUrAYUA
DFXYDY
DFXYDXY
FYY
FPYY
CCON1
CCON2
ROWC
y
y_
f(y)
f'(y_)
X
x_
r (y )
? ( y )
et(y)
B(y)
3i£(y)
3n
9^t(y)
f(x,y)
3f(x,y)
3?
3f(x,y)
3n
32f(x,y)
F(y,y)
>'(y,y)
ci
C2
c
22. KIND
Downwash Chord Value
y in Bar Notation
Spanwise Pressure Terms at y
Derivative of Spanwise Pressure Terms
W.R.T. n evaluated at y.
Downwash Point Value
X in Bar Notation for either Downwash
or Integration Chord
Leading Edge Value at y
Mid-Chord Value at y
Trailing Edge Value at y
Semi-Chord Value at y
Slope of Leading Edge aty
Slope of Trailing Edge at y
Chordwise Pressure Terms at Downwash
Point.
Derivative of Chordwise Pressure Terms
W.R.T ^Evaluated at Downwash Point.
Derivative of Chordwise Pressure Terms
W.R.T. n evaluated at Downwash Point. ,
Derivative of Chordwise Pressure Terms
W.R.T. I AND Devaluated at Downwash
Point.
See EQN2.3-4
See EQN2.3-5
See EQM2.3-2
See EQN2.3-3
Row of C-Matrix Associated with Downwasli
Point.
Type Kernel Function Indicator
1 = for F(y,y)and F'(y,y)
2 = Non-Singular Kernel
3 = Singular Kernel
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
M.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
NCPTERM
XLIL
XUIL
CPTERM
KERN
QWEIGHT
QWTMOD
CMACH jln(2(l-M))
INTCHO
ETAH n
AETAH | n |
ETABAR n_
YO y0
YOSQD yQ2
FETABAR f(a)
XIH I
XIBAR. £
XO
XIHLE 5 (f|)
XIHM (^fl)
XIHTE £t(n)
BIH B(^)
EPSILOh
 £
Number of Chordwise Pressure Terms to
be integrated.
?of Lower Limit of a Chordwise
Integration Interval.
£ of Upper Limit of a Chordwise
Integration Interval.
Chordwise Pressure Terms Evaluated at
an Integration Point.
Specified Kernel Function Value for
Downwash Point, Integration Point.
Quadrature Weight for Spanwise Integration.
Modifier for Spanwise Quadrature Weight.
See EQN.2.4.7
Integration Chord
In Bar Notation
y-n
Spanwise Pressure Terms at n_
Integration Point on chord at n
£ in Bar Notation
x-C
Leading Edge Value at n.
Mid-Chord Value at ft.
Trailing Edge Value at f\.
Semi-Chord Value at n.
Parameter for Chordwise Integration
Grid.
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N.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22. ~
23.
24.
25.
CSINFO
YCSI y.
YCSO yQ
DELYCS Aycs
ETABCS ncs
BETAHL 8)u
H H
SIGNF SF
YOMF yo-n
BYOME B(yQ-n)
BYOME2 B2(yo-fi)2
YOPE yo+n
BYOPE 3(y +n)
BYOPE2 B2(yo+n)2
YIME y.-n
BYIME Bfyj-fi)
BYIME2 B2(y.j-n)2
YIPE (y^+n)
BYIPE B(y.+n)
BYIPE2 B2(y. + fi)2
XIHC Cc
XICBAR ^
RXIC T-£2c
DXICDE 3?c
3ft
XCMXL £C-C£
XCMXL2 (L-L)2
Y-Value of Inboard Control Surface Edge
Y-Value of Outboard Control Surface Edge
Width of Control Surface = y'-y-
n Expressed in Terms of "BAR" Notation for
Control Surface
See EQN 2.5-17, 18
Factor used to Force Control Surface
Pressure to Zero at Tip,
See EQN. 2.5-14, 15
Sign Factor for Symmetric (1.0) or
Anti Symmetric (-1.0) Analysis
Associated with Control Surface Pressure
due to Right Hand Outboard Side Edge.
Associated with Control Surface Pressure
due to Left Hand Outboard Side Edge.
Associated with Control Surface Pressure
due to Right Hand Inboard Side Edge.
Associated with Control Surface Pressure
due to Left Hand Inboard Side Edge.
Value of Hinge at n (or v }
^ in Bar Notation
Slope of Hinge at n (or y )
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26. INDCS Indicator for Type Control Surface
1 = Full Span
2 = Tip Span
3 = Mid Span
4 = Partial Span
* These terms refer to the control surface for which pressures are
being calculated, i.e., refer to an actual hinge value ifY-jln^
or an extended hinge value if n>y or n<y..
0 . KRHCOM
1 . KYO kv
• o
2. KYOSQD (kyo)2
3. FK f-k
4. FKSQD (f.k)2
5. HK h-k
6. HKSQD (h-k)2
7. RFKSYKS (fk)2-(kyo)2
8. RHKSYKS (hk)2-(kyo)2
The following labeled common
unsteady pressures, sectional
forces:
P.. CSVALU
1 . BETAHL
2. H
3, SIGNF
4 . YOME
5. BYOME
6. BYOME2
7. YOPE
8. BYOPE
9. BYOPE2
10. YIME
11. BYIME
H
Sf
e(y0-n)
62(y0-n)2
B(yo+n)
S2(yQ+n)2
yrn
B(y,-n)
Intermediate Integration Limit During
Evaluation of Non-Singular Kernel,
See EQN. 2.4-12,
Upper Integration Limit During Evaluation
of Non-Singular Kernel, See EQN. 2. 4-12,
block is used during calculation of
generalized forces, and generalized
3 =T/g2
 + (!£c^ 2
Same as in CSINFO except these are
associated with a pressure report chord,
A sectional generalized force report
chord, or a generalized force integration
chord.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
BYIME2 82(yrn)2
YIPE y.+n
BYIPE 6(yi+n)
BYIPE2
 B2(y.+n)2
XIL I (ft)
XIC cc(n)
XICBAR
 ? (ft)
RXIC -|-42(n)
XCMXL £c(ft) C£(n)
XCMXL2 Uc(nH,(n))2
XIT 5 (ft)
I NO
Leading Edge Value at
Hinge Line Value at n
In Bar Notation
*
*
Trailing Edge Value at n
Type Control Surface Indicator
1 = Full Span
2 = Tip Span
3 = Mid Span
4 = Partial Span
* These terms refer to the control surface for which pressures are
being calculated, i.e., refer to an actual hinge value- if y^ in^ y
or an extended hinge value- if f,<y. or n>y .
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4.3 PROGRAM/SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The following is a description of each of the routines used within
the RH0III package, refer to Figure 10, page 87.
Unless otherwise noted the author of each routine is M. C. Redman.
The terms INPUT and OUTPUT as used in the descriptions refer to
initial input to the routine and final output. Intermediate values
are not discussed except as specifically noted.
The definitions of variables mentioned which are in a labeled common
may be found in Section 4.2.
The definitions of any engineering nomenclature used may be found in
Section 2.2, see also Reference 1.
The object of the following descriptions was not to explicitely define
each step of a routine, but rather, in combination with Figures TO and
11, to give a general concept of the progression of the analysis from
initialization through computation of results.
Where applicable associated equations in Section 2.0 are referenced.
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4.3.1 PROGRAM ZRH0III
PURPOSE: ZRH0III is a 0,0 level overlay program which has
the sole function of calling the primary level overlay
RH0III,1,0.
CALLED FROM: Control Cards.
INPUT: None.
DISCUSSION: None.
ROUTINE CALLED: RH0III (4.3.2)
OUTPUT: None.
'
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4.3.2 PROGRAM RH0III
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
RH0III is the moniter program which chooses the
various sections of the analysis to be used.
ZRH0III (4.3.1).
None.
A description of the flow of RH0III is given in
Figure n, pages 87 through 90 .
ROUTINES CALLED: INPREP (4.3.5), MIPREP (4.3.7),
DWPREP (4.3.9), PRSPREP (4.3.10),
SGFPREP (4.3.11), GFPREP (4.3.12),
GSTPREP (4.3.13), RDWRTC (4.3.14),
CMCALC (4.3.15), PC0EFF (4.3.40),
PRESURE (4.3.41), SGF0RCE(4.3.43),
GF0RCE (4.3.44), ERR0R (4.3.4),
TABC0N (4.3.3).
OUTPUT: (a) calling sequence - none
(b) common - none
(c) user 1/0 Files - 0UTPUT - timing results
(d) scratch files - none
1
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4.3.3 SUBROUTINE TABCON (MSENTRY, I FIND)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform all C-matrix file table of contents
searches and updates, and print table of contents
summary.
RH0III (4.3.2).
(a) Calling sequence - MSENTRY = entry (column no.)
of table of contents associated with a particular
main surface problem, (for IFIND=4,5)
IFIND=1, initialize table to zero
2, search the table for a main surface "MATCH"
3, update table with a new main surface entry
4, search main surface entry for a control
surface "MATCH"
5, update main surface entry with a new
control surface entry
5, give a table of contents summary
(b) common-/BASIC/,INDCM,SYM,SPAN,BO,SH,KVAL,MACH
/FILES/,OUT
/COUNT/,NDWC.NPDWC.NSPT.NCPT
/MSGE0M/,MSID,NLE,NTE
/CSGE0M/.CSID.CSTYPE
/TABLE/,RTITLE,TABLE,NENTRY.MATSP,
N0MAT
The table of contents, described in Figure 4, page44
contains information for determining whether a previously
generated and saved C-matrix may be used for the particu-
lar condition being processed and for locating the
C-matrix if it can be used.
ROUTINES CALLED: RQL (Left circular shift)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - MSENTRY, same as above for
IFIND (INPUT) = 2 , 3 .
IFIND=0,"MATCH" not found for
IFIND(INPUT) = 2,4.
Table full, no more main surface entries
may be made, IFIND (INPUT)=3,
Main surface entry full, no more
control surface entries may be made,
IFIMD(INPUT) = 5.
1,"MATCH" found or C-matrix may be added to
C-matrix file.
(b) common-/TABLE/,TABLE,NENTRY.MATSP,NOMAT
(c) User 1/0 files OUTPUT - Table of contents summary
scratch files - none
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4.3.4 PROGRAM ERROR
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
Print a desired error comment for a program
detected error condition and cause an abnormal
termination.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence
(b) comtnon/ENDIT/, (ALL VARIABLES)
/FILES/, OUT
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
The ERR0R routines consist of a set of diagnostic
formats which are referenced by the particular
error number. Following entry of the error number
in the dayfile and a diagnostic printout (refer to
Section 3.8.2) an abnormal (error) program termi-
nation is generated.
FLUSH (cause an abnormal job step termination)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
(c) User l/f files - OUTPUT - diagnostic
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.5 PROGRAM INPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT
Process all user input, check legality, and
print most condition independent output.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /FILES/, IN, OUT, DWSFILE
Note: All default values of input
variables in labeled common
are set up in RH0III and
passed to INPREP.
(c) User 1/0 Files - INPUT - ALL DATA
MI FILE - ALL DATA (Refer to
figure 2 , oage 43 )
(d) Scratch Files - none
DISCUSSION: INPREP reads all user input and prints all condition
independent output (except in the case of M0P0PT on,
CMFILE table of contents summary, and timing results).
Most legality checks are made in INPREP.
Additionally, INPREP -
Multiplies all modal deflections by b^ (user supplied
optional scale factor or auxiliary reference length
associated with the deflections).
Generates or uses default values for downwash point
location, pressure report points, and sectional
generalized force report chords. Determine chord
values (£ ,C ,5ho,Ct,b) associated with the above.
X* lit 11K. \t
Generates a string of cubics through any user supplied
velocity profile.
ROUTINES CALLED: NAMBLD (4.3.6), CHDVAL '(4.3.45), SCAMP4 (cubic soline
routine), READTP/WRTETP (matrix 1/0 routines)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, all variables except ZER0, PI,
_-_ _ . P.I02... .1ND.CM _
/OPTIONS/, all variables
/FILES/, all variables except IN, OUT,
RHOSC1, RHOSC2
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/COUNT/, all variables except IKVAL,
IMACH, ICOND
/MSGR0M/, all variables
/CSGR0M/, all variables
/TABLE/, RTITLE
Note that pressure report, sectional gen-
eralized force report and velocity profile
information is temporarily saved in TABLE
of /TABLE/ for later processing, by PREP
routines.
YPC = y_
XPPT = x.
PXLE = f£
PXMID = i
PXHL = sh
PXTE = ct
PB = b
PDXLEDE =
PDXHLDE - 3?h/3n
PDXTEDE =
YSCFC = y
XLESGF = r£
XMSGG = cm
XCSGF = Cjj,
XTESGF = lt
BHSGF = b
DXLESF =
DXTESF =
NVPPTS = N(Z. v.p. points
XVP = x % Chord
COFVP = cubic coefficients
Pressure report
chord and point
information
Sectional generalized
force report chord
information
Velocity
profile
information
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/COND/, all variables
/EDNIT/, all variables
IERR0RH-22, 36-38)
(c) User 1/0 Files - OUTPUT - condition independent
output except as noted above
(d) Scratch Files - DWSFILE - The modal input points and
deflections are temporarily
saved on DWSFILE for pro-
cessing by MIPREP.
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4.3.6 FUNCTION NAMBLD (NMFILE)
PURPOSE: Generate the file name form TAPExy from the integer xy.
CALLED FROM: INPREP (4.3.5)
INPUT: (a) Calling sequence - NMFILE = Integer Representation
of file
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 file - none
(d) Scratch file - none
DISCUSSION: The integer xy is converted to BCD form, shifted and
masked onto a word 4LTAPE, yielding the desired form.
ROUTINES CALLED: RQL (left circular shift)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - NAMBLD = TAPExy
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 file - none
(d) Scratch file - none
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4.3.7 PROGRAM MIPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
Determine interpolating function coefficient and cubic
coefficients of control surface(s) rotation for the
various user defined deflection modes.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /FILES/, DWSFILE, IFSFILE
/OPTIONS/, VPOPT
/COUNT/, NWTMDS
/CSGE0M/, N0CS, XHLI, YHLI, XHL0, YHL0
(c) User 1/0 file - none
(d) Scratch file - DWSFILE - NIPTS = number of input points
XIN
YIN = modal input points
ZIN = modal deflections at
input points
(This is information passed
from INPREP (4.3.5) to MIPREP)
As outlined in Appendix B, a set of interpolating function
coefficients is generated for the main surface portions of
the plan form and for each control surface. Additionally
the control surface rotations, defined as the change
in 3Z/8X across the hinge, in each mode are approximated by
a cubic. The interpolation coefficients, which are in the
form of the scratch/save array output of PLATEI, and the
cubic coefficients of control surface rotations are saved
on IFSFILE for subsequent use in calculation of deflection
and slopes at various required output points and control
surface rotations at various required output chords. Note
that the change in slope across the hinge is modified by
any user supplied velocity profile prior to determining
the cubic coefficients.
PLATE (4.3.46), VPcALC (4.3.48)
CTHETA (4.3.8), CHDVAL (4.3.45)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - / ENDIT/, IERR0R (=23,24)
(c) User 1/0 file - none
(d) Scratch files - IFSFILE - interpolating function coef-
ficients and cubic coefficients
of Control Surface Rotation
(Refer to Figure 7-a, page 50 )
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4.3.8 SUBROUTINE CTHETA (DELDZDX, NDWMDS)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Given four equally spaced points along a hinge line, and
A3z/3x at these points, determine the coefficients of
the cubic equation in a^ of A3z/3x.
MIPREP (4.3.7)
(a) Calling sequence - DELDZDX = A3z/3x per mode
NDWMDS = N0. modes
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
The four equally spaced points are defined as n_ = 0.,
1/3, 2/3, 1. where 0^= (v-y. )/(yQ-yi)
Then 1 0 0
1 1/3 1/9 1/27
1 2/3 4/9 8/27
1 1 1 1
cocl
C2
C3
Al
A2
A3
A4
which gives
co = Al
c, = A. - 4.5A, + 9A2 - 5.5A-,
- 22.5A 9A,
13.5A 13.5A2 - 4 .5A- ]
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
None
(a) Calling sequence - DELDZDX = cubic coefficients,
c - c, oer mode,o o '
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files .- none
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4.3.9 PROGRAM DWPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Generate the basic downwash matrix including a gust
excitation column if so indicated.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling Sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BO
/OPTIONS/, GEXOPT, M0P0PT, VR0PT
/COUNT/, N WC, NPDWC, NDWP, NDWMDS, NWTMDS
/MSGEOM/, YDWC, XDWP, XGUST
/CSGEOM/, NOCS, YHLl, YHL0, XHLDWC
/FILES/, IFSFILE, DWSFILE, OUT
/TABLE/, RTITLE
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - /IFSFILE/, interpolating function
coefficients and cubic
coefficients of control sur-
face rotation (Refer to
Figure 7-a, page 50 )
The form of the Kinematic downwash matrix is
rlocal + ikZ/b . DWPREP prepares the basic downwashV
where columns correspond to vibration
mode and rows correspond to downwash points. Similar to
MIPREP (also as discussed in Appendix B) the downwash
points are sorted by particular zone (main surface or some
control surface) and the interpolating function coefficients
(from IFSFILE) for the various zones are used to calculate
the modal deflections and slopes. The slopes are then
modified by any user supplied velocity profile. If gust
excitation was indicated an additional "downwash" column is
added of the form (x-xaust>°) or 0/bo>°). f°r later gen-
eration of a gradual or non-gradual penetration gust mode.
(Refer to Section 2.6)
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ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
The basic downwash matrix is saved on DWSFILE and the
cubic coefficients of control surface rotation for any
control surface are copyed from IFSFILE to DWSFILE.
FSR (Record spacing routine) PLATE0 (4.3.46)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /ENDIT/, IERROR (=25)
(c) User 1/0 files - OUTPUT - Downwash chord and point
values and interpolated
deflections and slopes
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - Basic downwash matrix and
cubic coefficients or con-
trol surface rotation.
(Refer to Figure 6-a,
page 47 )
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4.3.10 PROGRAM PRSPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
Generate a file of information on DWSFILE for subsequent
use in calculation of unsteady pressures.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, PI02, SH
/FILES/, IFSFILE, DWSFILE
/OPTIONS/, GEXOPT
/COUNT/, NPRC, NPPRC, NPPT, NSPT, NCPT,
NPTRM, NDWMDS, NWTMDS
/TABLE/, YPC = n_ of pressure report chords
XPPT = c of pressure report points
PXLE = I ^
PXMID =
of pressure
'report chords
"m
VxHL = cn!l
PXTE = ^
PB = b
PDXLEDE =
*PDXHLDE = 3C.£/3n
PDXTEDE = 3£t/9n
Refer to a physical hinge intersection at _n.
/CSGE0M/, N0CS, YHLI, YHL0, XHLBARI, XHLBAR0
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - IFSFILE - cubic coefficients of Hinge
Rotation, refer to Figure 7-a
page 50
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DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
As noted in Section 2.9 some information necessary for
calculation of unsteady pressures is independent of k-value
and Mach No. PRSPREP precalculates condition independent
information for use during condition cycle.
Cycling by pressure report chord, the assumed main surface
pressure modes are calcuated at each pressure report point
on the chord and written on DWSFILE.
Cycling by control surface, k-value and Mach No. independ-
ent portions of gU,n) are calculated and written on
DWSFILE. The control surface rotations in each mode for the
chord (either physical or extended Hinge) is calculated and
written on DWSFILE.
SPFCT(4.3.49), CPFCT (4.3.50)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE (Refer to Figure 6-b, page 47)
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4.3.11 PROGRAM S6FPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Prepare a file of information to be used in calculation
of sectional generalized forces.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/ ,BO,PI02,SH
/OPTIONS/, GEX0PT
/COUNT/, NSPT.NCPT.NPTRM.NSGFC.NDWMDS,
NWTMDS
/CSGE0M/,NOCS, YHLI, YHL0, XHLBARI, XHLBAR0,
DXHLDY
/FILES/, DWSFILE, IFSFILE
/TABLE/, YSGFC = y
XLESGF =
XMSGF = cm(y)
XCSGF =
XTESGF = Ct(y)
BHSGF = b(y)
DXLDESF = 3?£(y)/8n
DXTDESF '= 3Ct(y)/3n
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - IFSFILE Interpolating function coef-
ficients and cubic coefficients
of Hinge Rotation. (Refer to
Figure 7-a, page 50)
As noted in Section 2.9 some information necessary for cal-
culation of sectional generalized forces is independent
of k-value and Mach No. SGFPREP prepares a file of ore-
calculated information on DWSFILE for later use during the
condition cycle.
Cycling by sectional generalized force report chord:
For the assumed main surface pressure mode, determine the
chordwise integration grid. Calculate the assumed main
surface modes at the integration points and combine with
the specified quadrature weights. Calculate the modal
deflections at integration points and combine with the
weighted assumed pressure modes to form the chordwise
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ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
integrals on a termwise bases. Save the matrix of termwise
integrals on DWSFILE.
Cycling by control surface for the particular S.G.F. chord:
Determine condition independent control surface pressure
terms and chordwise integration grid. Calculate the modal
deflections at integration points and combine with the
specified quadrature weights. Calculate the control sur-
face rotation at the particular S.G.F. chord in each mode.
Save the above information on DWSFILE.
PLATE0 (4.3.46), SPFCT (4.3.49)
CPFCT (4.3.50), GFCGRID (4.3.51),
FSR (Record spacing routine)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - (Refer to Figure 6-c, page 48^
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4.3.12 PROGRAM 6FPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Prepare a file of information to be used in calculation of
general!zed forces.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling Sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BO, PI02, SH
/OPTIONS/, GEXOPT
/COUNT/, NSPT, NCPT, NPTRM, NDWMDS, NWTMDS
/FILES/, DWSFILE, IFSFILE
/CSOEOM/, NOCS, YHLI, YHL0, XHLBARI, XHLBAR0,
DXHLDY
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - IFSFILE - Interpolating function
coefficients and cubic
coefficients of Hinge Rotation,
(Refer to Figure 7-a, page 50)
As noted in Section 2.9 some information necessary for cal-
culation of generalized forces is independent of k-value
and Mach No. GFPREP prepares a file of precalculated infor-
mation on DWSFILE for later use during the condition cycle.
For the main surface assumed pressure modes:
Determine the spanwise integration grid. Cycling by inte-
gration chord, calculate the spanwise pressure terms and
chordwise integration grid. Cycling by integration point
determine the chordwise pressure terms, form the assumed
main surface modes and combine with the specified quadrature
weights. Calculate the modal deflection at integration
points along the chord and accumulate the weighted pressures
times modal deflections. Following the above cycle for all
integration chords, the matrix of termwise surface integrals
is saved on DWSFILE.
For the control surface modes:
Cycling by control surface, determine the spanwise inte-
gration grid. For each integration chord determine the
condition independent control surface pressure terms and
the chordwise integration grid. Calculate the modal deflec-
tions at integration points and combine with the specified
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ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
quadrature weights. Calculate the control surface rotation
at the integration chord in each mode. Save the above
information on DWSFILE.
PLATE0 (4.3.46) SPFCT (4.3.49), CPFCT (4.3.50),
GFCGRID (4.3.51), GFSGRID (4.3.52),
FSR (Record spacing routine)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - (Refer to Figure 6-d, page 49)
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4.3.13 PROGRAM GSTPREP
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
Prepare the initial file of gust excitation output on
GFFILE.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BO
/OPTIONS/, PRSOPT, SGF0PT, GF0PT
/FILES/, GFFILE
/COUNT/, NPRC, NPPRC, NPPT, NSGFC, N0KVAL
/MSGEOM/, NLE, XLE, YLE, NTE, XTE, YTE
/TABLE/, Pressure report chord and point
values, and sectional generalized
force report chord values have been
temporarily saved in TABLE of /TABLE/
by INPREP.
YPC = y_
XPPT = _x
PXLE = ?
PXMI-D =
 m
PXTE = Ct
PB = b
YSGFC = y
XLESGF = C£
XTESGF = lt
/COND/, KVALUE, MACHN0
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratchfiles - none
Pressure report
chord information
Sectional Gen.
Force report chord
information
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DISCUSSION: Refer to Figure 5-b, page46 for form of output.
Note that geometry data is output in physical coordinates.
ROUTINES CALLED: READTP/WRTETP (matrix 1/0 routines)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - GFFILE - Refer to Figure 5-b, page 46.
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.14 PROGRAM RDWRTC
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform all 1/0 associated with the C-matrix file,
CMFILE.
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /TABLE/, NENTRY, MATSP, N0MAT
/BASIC/, BO, INDCM, KVAL, MACH, SH, SPAN
/FILES/, CMFILE, CMSFILE, CMF1
/COUNT/, NDWP, NPTRM
(c) User 1/0 files - CMFILE - previously generated C-matrix,
Table of Contents (refer to Figure 3,
page 43)
(d) Scratch files - CMSFILE - Newly generated C-tnatrix,
(refer to Figure 7-b, page 50 )
Dependent upon the input variables MATSP and INDCM, RDWRTC
does the following:
MATSP = -2 Read the Table of Contents from file CMF1+1 of
CMFILE
MATSP >_ 0 Space MATSP matrices in file CMF1 of CMFILE
and fetch the desired main surface (INDCM = 0)
or control surface (INDCM f 0) C-matrix. Save
the C-matrix by row on CMSFILE.
MATSP = -1 Fetch the main surface (INDCM = 0) or control
surface (INDCM f 0) C-matrix by row from CMSFILE.
Space to the end of file CMF1 of CMFILE and
save the C-matrix as a single vector. Write an
end of file and save the updated Table of Contents
in file CMF1 +1.
ROUTINES CALLED: READTP/WRTETP (matrix 1/0 routines)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /ENDIT/, IERR0R (=26-32)
(c) User 1/0 files - CMFILE - Newly generated C-matrix,
updated Table of Contents.
(Refer to Figure 3, page 43)
(d) Scratch files - CMSFILE - Previously generated C-matrix
(Refer to Figure 7-b, page 50)
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4.3.15 PROGRAM CMCALC
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
Calcuate a C-matrix associated wi th assumed main surface:
or control surface pressure inodns for a given planform,
downwash point, distribution, k-valup, and Macti number.
RHfllll ( 4 . 3 .2 )
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BETA, HETASQD, INDCM, KSQO, KVAL,
MACII, PI, Sll, SYM
/COUNT/, NDWC, NPnwC, NSPT, NCPT, NPTRM
/MSGEOM/, YDWC, XLEDWC, XMDWC, XTEDWC,
BDWC, nxLcnwc, HXTEDWC
/CSGEOM/, YIILI, YIIL0
/FILES/, CMSriLE
/OUADWTS/, (all variables)
(c) User I/?) files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
CMCALC performs the evaluation of the downwash integral
expression, Section 2.1, 2.3 (EQN 2.3-1 or 2.3-5) for the
various downwash points.
Cycling by downwash chord and points per downwash chord:
Calculate terms in the downwash integral expression which
are dependent only on downwash chord and point and initial-
ize the row of the C-matrix to the portion of the expres-
sion outside the spanwise integral. Determine the spanwise
integration grid - integration region endpoints, quadrature
types - and cycle by integration region. For each integration
region determine the integration chord locations and associ-
ated quadrature weight, increment the row of the C-matrix
by the weighted value of the spanwise integrand. Following
the spanwise integration procedure the row of the C-matrix
associated with the particular downwash point is complete
and is saved on DWSFILE.
CHDVAL1 (4.3.21), SPFCTY (4.3.17), SGRID (4.3.16),
CPFCTX (4.3.18), CHDINT (4.3.22), SPNINT (4.3.19)
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4.3.16 SUBROUTINE SGRID (NIREG. IRTYPE, ETAHIR)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Specify a sequence of quadratures and associated intervals
(grid) to be used in performing the spanwise integration
portion of the downwash integral expression.
CMCALC (4.3.15)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, INDCM, SH
/DWCHD/, YBAR, YH
/CSINF0/, INDCS, YCSI, YCS0
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine SGRID drives all spanwise integration performed in
calculation of either main surface or control surface
C-matrices. There are two separate sets of grid logic
involved:
1) INDCM = 0, Main Surface Analysis associated with
EQN, 2.3-1,
2) INDCM j 0, Control Surface Analysis associated with
EQN, 2.3-6.
The available quadratures include 4 and 8 pt. Gauss-Legendre,
5 and 10 pt. square root, and 4 and 8 pt. combination log
plus Gauss-Legendre..
A full description of the empirically derived grids is given
in Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - NIREG = N0. integration intervals
IRTYPE = type quadrature to be used
in each interval
ETAHIR = n values of integration
interval endpoints.
(b) Common - none .
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - none
Note that all variables of/DWCHD/except
NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM, and KERN, and
variables YCSI, YCS0, DELYCS, FTABCS, BETAHL,
H, SIGNF, of CSINFO and ETAH of/INTCHD/are
used as intermediate values for lower level
routines.
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - CMSFILE - C-matrix rows, (Refer
to Figure 7-b, page 50 )
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4.3.1 7 SUBROUTINE SPFCTY
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calculate the required spanwise pressure terms and their
derivatives with respect to n at a downwash chord, y.
CMCALC (4.3.15)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, PI, SYM, INDCM, SH
/COUNT/, NSPT
/DWCHD/, YBAR, YH
/CSINF0/, DELYCS, ETABCS
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine SPFCTY calculates the main surface or control
surface spanwise pressure terms at a downwash chord,
INDCM = 0 Calculate f(y_) - EQN. 2.5-3
3f(yJ/3n - EQN. 2.5-4
INDCM t 0 calculate fd^) - EQN 2.5-11
3f(n )/3n - EQN 2.5-12
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /DWCHD/, FYBAR, FPYBAR
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.18 SUBROUTINE CPFCTX
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calculate the required chordwise pressure terms and their
derivatives with respect to n and £ at a downwash point
(x,y) for a main surface analysis.
CMCALC (4.3.15)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /COUNT/, NCPT
/DWCHD/, BH, DXIHLDE, DXIHTDE, XBAR
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine CPFCTX is called only during a main surface
analysis,
Calculate f(x,y)
3f(x,y)/3n
3f(x,y)/3£
32f(x,y)/3n3€
EQN. 2.5-5
EQN. 2.5-7
EQN. 2.5-6
EQN. 2.5-8
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /DWCHD/,FXY, DFXYDX, -DFXYDY, DFXYDXY
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.19 SUBROUTINE SPNINT
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Evaluate the spanwise integrand of. the downwash integral
equation at n and increment the C-matrix terms by the results
modified by the spanwise quadrature weight.
CMCALC (4.3.15)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BETA, BETASQD, INDCM, SH, ZER0
/COUNT/, NCPT, NSPT
/DWCHD/, CC0N1, CC0N2, FYBAR, FPYBAR, FYY,
FPYY, R0WC, YH, YBAR,
QWEIGHT, QWTMOD
/INTCHD/ ETAH
/CSINF0/ YCSI, YCS0, DELYCS, INDCS
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
SPNINT is called for specific integration chords (with
associated spanwise quadrature weights). It evaluates the
spanwise integrand at the specified integration chord and
increments the C-matrix row associated with the downwash
point being processed by the quadrature weighted integrand.
Determine the chord values. For a control surface, deter-
mine the point independent portions of the control surface
"chordwise" pressure term. For k^O calculate the chord-
wise integral of chordwise pressure times non-singular
kernel. For a control surface analysis, during a log/Leg .
integration, the above integral is not evaluated for inte-
gration chords associated with log integration (set to zero)
and is modified by an additional weight (QWTM0D), for inte-
gration chords associated with legendre integration such
that the final quadrature weighting of the non-singular
kernel chordwise integral is equivalent to a normal legendre
weight rather than the "Legendre" weight used in log/Leg.
integra-tion. (The above must be done because the non-
singular kernel chordwise integral has no log discontinuity
in the spanwise direction - for a main surface analysis no
log/Leg.integration is done in the spanwise direction).
Then calculate the chordwise integral of chordwise pressure
terms times singular kernel. Increment the row of the
C-matrix by the integrand expression (either EON 2.3-1 or
2.3-6) times the quadrature weights.
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ROUTINES CALLED: CHDVAL1 (4.3.21), SPFCTE (4.3.20), CHDINT (4.3.22)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
- (b) Common - /DWCHD/, ROWC
Note that all variables in INTCHD except
ETAH and all variables in CSINF0 except
YCSI, YCSO, and DELYCS are generated as
intermediate values to be used in lower level
routines.
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.20 SUBROUTINE SPFCTE
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
Calcuate the required spanwise pressure terms at a given
spanwise location, fi.
SPNINT (4.3.19)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, SYM, INDCM, SH, PI
/COUNT/, NSPT
/INTCHD/, ETAH, ETABAR
/CSINF0/, ETABCS, BETAHL
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine SPFCTE calculates the main surface or control
surface spanwise pressure terms at an integration
chord.
Main surface (INDCM = 0), f(n) - EQN 2.5-3
Control surface (INDCM f 0), f(n ) - EQN 2.5-11
-'cs
None
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, FETABAR
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.21 SUBROUTINE CHDVAL1
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
Calculate leading edge, mid-chord, trail ing-edge, and
semi-chord values at a spanwise location r\. If a control
surface analysis is being performed the hinge line and
slope of the hinge at n for the control surface in question
(either physical or extended hinge) are also calculated.
SPNINT (4.3.19), CMCALC (4.3.15)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /MSGE0M/, NLE, XLE, YLE, DXLEDY, NTE, XTE,
YTE, DXTEDY
/CSGEOM/, XHLI, XHLBARI, YHLI, XHL0, XHLBAR0,
YHL0, DXHLDY
/BASIC/, INDCM
/CSINF0/, YCSI, YCS0
/INTCHD/, ETAH, AETAH
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
The leading edge and trailing edge are assumed to be
straight lines between definition points. For a control
surface analysis (INDCM / 0) the physical hinge is defined
as a straight line between inboard and outboard definition
points, the extended hinge is defined as a constant per-
cent chord extension from the inboard definition point
inboard, or from the outboard definition point outboard.
None
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XIHLE, XIHM, XIHTE, BIH
/CSINF0/, XIHC, DXICDE
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.22 SUBROUTINE CHDINT(CIPK)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calcuate the value of the chordwise integral of chordwise
pressure term(s) times specified kernel function.
CMCALC (4.3.15), SPNINT (4.3.19)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, INDCM, KVAL, PI02, ZER0
/COUNT/, NCPT
/DWCHD/, DXIHLDE, XBAR, XH, XHLE, YH
/CSINF0/, YCSI, YCS0, XIHC, XCMXL
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
The routine initializes the chordwise integrals to zero,
determines the required sequence of quadratures and calls
the routines specified. For KIND=2 the kernel involved
is the non-singular kernel, for KIND=3 the kernel involved
is the singular kernel. For KIND=1 the integration is for
F(y,y) and 3F(y,y)/an.
For a main surface (INDCM=0) F(y,y) and 3F(y,y)/8n are
calculated using EQN 2.3-5.
For a control surface analysis (INDCM^O) F(y,y) and F(y,y)/3n
are calculated using EQN 2.3-5 (also see note following
EQN 2.3-6)
ROUTINES CALLED: CGRID (4.3.23), CQLEG4 (4.3.24),
CQLEG8 (4.3.25), CQSQT5 (4.3.26),
CQSQT10 (4.3.27), CQL0G4 (4.3.28),
CQL0G8 (4.3.29)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, Value of chordwise integral
of pressure time kernel.
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.23 SUBROUTINE CGRID(NIR, IRTYPE. XIHIR)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION;
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
Specify a sequence of quadratures and associated intervals
(grid) to be used in performing the chordwise inte-
gration of chordwise pressure term(s) times the desired
kernel function.
CHDINT (4.3.22)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BETA, INDCM
/DWCHD/, BH, KIND, XBAR, XHM, YH
/IMTCHD/, AETAH, BIH, EPSILON, XIHM
/CSINF0/, XICBAR, YCSI, YCS0
(c) User 1/0 file - none
(d) Scratch file - none
Routine CGRID drives all chordwise integration performed
in calculation of either main surface or control surface
C-matrices. There are three separate sets of grid logic
involved:
1) KIND=1, for calculation of F(y,y) and 3F(y,y)/3n,
2) KIND=2, for non-singular kernel integration,
3) KIND=3, for singular kernel integration.
The available quadratures include 4 and 8 pt. Gauss-
Legendre, 5 and 10 pt. square root, and 4 and 8 pt. combina-
tion log plus Gauss-Legendre. Each of the three is modified
as necessitated by the presence of a log singularity in
the pressure for a control surface analysis, INDCM^O.
A full description of the empirically derived grid logic
is given in Appendix C.
none
(a) • Calling Sequence - NIR=no. integration intervals
IRTYPE = type quadrature to be used
in each interval
XIHIR = | values of integration
interval endpoints.
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.24 SUBROUTINE CQLEG4( CIPK )
PURPOSE: Perform a four point Gauss-Legendre quadrature on chord-
wise pressure terms times kernel.function over a specified
chordwise interval.
CALLED FROM: CHDINT (4.3.22)
INPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel preceding current interval
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WT4, DIST4
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM,
KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
DISCUSSION: A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.20), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel following current
interval.
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (intermediate output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.25 SUBROUTINE CQLEG8( CIPK )
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform an eight point Gauss-Legendre quadrature on chord-
wise pressure terms times kernel function over a specified
chordwise interval.
CHDINT (4.3.20)
(a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel preceding current interval.
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WT8, DIST8
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM, KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch file - none
A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.20), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms times
kernel following current interval.
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (intermediate output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.26 SUBROUTINE CQSQT5( CIPK )
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform a 5 pt. square root quadrature on chordwise
pressure terms times kernel function over a specified
interval with a square root singularity at the lower
integration limit.
CHDINT (4.3.22)
(a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel preceding current inter-
val.
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WTS5, DISTS5
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM,
KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.20), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel following current inter-
val .
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (Intermediate Output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.27 SUBROUTINE CQSQT10( CIPK )
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform a 10 pt. square root quadrature on chordwise
pressure terms times kernel function over a specified
interval with a square root singularity at the lower inte-
gration limit.
CHDINT (4.3.22)
(a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel preceding current
' interval.
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WTS10, DISTS10
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM,
KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.30), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms times kernel following
current interval
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (Intermediate Output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.28 SUBROUTINE CQL0G4( CIPK )
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform a combination 4 pt. log and 4 pt. Gauss-Legendre
quadrature on chordwise pressure terms times kernel function
over a specified interval with a logarithmic singularity
at the lower integration limit.
CHDINT (4.3.22)
(a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure times
kernel preceding current interval.
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WT4, DIST4, WTL4, DISTL4
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM,
KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.30), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling Sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of oressure times
kernel following current interval.
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (Intermediate Output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
I
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4.3.29 SUBROUTINE CQLOG8( CIPK )
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Perform a combination 8 pt. log and 8 pt. Gauss-Legendre
quadrature on chordwise pressure terms times kernel func-
tion over a specified interval with a logarithmic singularity
at the lower integration limit.
CHDINT (4.3.22)
(a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel preceding current
interval.
(b) Common - /QUADWTS/, WT8, DIST8, WTL8, DISTL8
/DWCHD/, XH, NCPTERM, XLIL, XUIL, CPTERM,
KERN
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
A description of the quadrature algorithm is given in
Appendix C.
ROUTINES CALLED: CPFCTXI (4.3.30), KRNFCT (4.3.33)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - CIPK, accumulative values of chord-
wise integral of pressure terms
times kernel following current,
interval.
(b) Common - /INTCHD/, XO, XIH (Intermediate Output),.
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.30 SUBROUTINE CPFCTXI
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
Calculate chordwise pressure terms at a given point on
the planform.
DISCUSSION:
CQLEG4 (4.3.24
CQSQT5 (4.3.
CQL0G4 (4.3.
26
28
, CQLEG8 (4.3.25),
, CQSQT10 (4.3.27),
, CQL0G8 (4.3.29)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/., INDCM, KVAL
/COUNT/, NCPT
/DWCHD/, BH, DXIHLDE, DXIHTDE, NCPTERM,
XHLE, XHM, XHTE, YH
/INTCHD/, BIN, XIH, XIHM
/CSINF0/, DXICDE, XIHC, YCSI, YCS0
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
The routine CPFCTXI is used to calculate the required
chordwise pressure term(s) at an integration point
specified by a chordwise quadrature routine. It is called
during calculation of F(y,y) and 9F(y,y)/9n or singular
or non-singular kernel integration for either main surface
or control surface C-matrix calculations.
INDCM=0=*Main Surface Analysis
NCPTERM=NCPT => Singular or non-singular kernel Int.
Calculate fU,n) EQN 2.5-5
NCPTEPWNCPT =s> F(y,y) and 9F(y,y)/9n calculation
Calculate fU.n) EQN 2.5-5
9fU,n)/9n EQN 2.5-7
INDCM^O=> Control Surface Analysis
NCPTERM=NCPT=»Singular or non-singular kernel Int.
Calculate g(s,n) EQN 2.5-16
NCPTERMj«NCPT^F(y,y) and 9F(y,y) /3n calculation
Calculate gU,n) EQN 2.5-16
9gU,n)/9n EQN 2.5-19
Note the CPTERM is real, thus any complex term is split into
real and imaginary parts.
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ROUTINES CALLED: GXIETA (4.3.31), DGXIETA (4.3.32)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /DWCHD/, CPTERM
(c) User 1/0 Files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.31 SUBROUTINE GXIETAK XI. GREAL. GIMAG)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calculate a control surface "chordwise" pressure term at
a given point on the plan-form.
CPFCTXI (4.3.30)
(a) Calling sequence - XI = £
(b) Conroon - /BASIC/KVAL, KSQD
/INTCHD/ETAH, XIHLE, XIHTE
/CSINF0/, (all variables)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine GXIETA1 calculates the "chordwise" pressure term
at a give point for any of the possible type control
surfaces.
INDCS = 1 (Full-span) or INDCS = 2 (Tip-span) calculate
gU,n) EQN's 2.5-16, 2.5-18
INDCS = 3 (Mid-span) or INDCS = 4 (Partial-span) calculate
g(5,n) EQN's 2.5-16, 2.5-17
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - GREAL = REAL(gU,n))
GIMAG = IMAG(gU,nJ)
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.32 SUBROUTINE DGXIETA( XI. DGREAL. DGIMAG)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calculate the derivative with respect to n of a control
surface "chordwise" pressure term at a given point on
the planform.
/•
CPFCTXI (4.3.30)
(a) Calling sequence - XI = 5
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BETA, BETASQD, KSQD, KVAL, MACH, SH
/DWCHD/, DXIHLDE, DXIHTDE, YH
/INTCHD/, XIHLE, XIHTE
/CSINF0/, All variables
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Routine DGXIETA calculates the derivative of g(?,n) with
respect to n at a given point for any of the possible
control surface types.
INDCS=1 (Full-span) or INDCS=2 (Tip-span) calculate
3gU,n)/3n EQN's 2.5-19, 2.5-18, 2.5-21
INDCS=3(Mid-span) or INDCS=4(Partial-span) calculate
3g(5,n)/3n EQN's 2.5-19, 2.5-17, 2.5-21
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence DGREAL =REAL(3g(c,n)/3n)
DGIMAG=IMAG(3gU,n)/3n)
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
\
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4.3.33 SUBROUTINE KRNFCT
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Calculate the required kernel function at a given point
on the planform.
CQLEG4 (4.3.24), CQLEG8 (4.3.25)
CQSQT5 (4.3.26), CQSQT10 (4.3.27)
CQL0G4 (4.3.28), CQL0G8 (4.3.29)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /BASIC/, BETASQD, KSQD, KVAL, MACH, PI02
/DWCHD/, CMACH, KIND
/INTCHD/, XO, YO, YOSQD
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch file - none
The routine KRNFCT is used to calculate the required
kernel function at an integration point snecified by a
chordwise quadrature routine.
KIND=1 Calculate kernel for F(.y,y), and 3F(y,y)/an
KERN=e "ikx0
KIND=2 Calculate non-singular kernel
ky0 > 1.0 use EON 2.4-7
ky i 1.0 use EQN 2.4-12
KIND=3 Calculate singular kernel
k / 0 use EQN 2.4-4
k = 0 use EQN 2.4-5
ROUTINES CALLED: BESK1 (4.3.34), BI1ML1 (4.3.35), APROX (4.3.36),
SERIES1 (4.3.37), SERIES2 (4.3.38), SERIES3 (4.3.39)
Note that BESK1. BI1ML1, and APROX are associated with
eqns. 2.4-7, 11 SERIES!. SERIES2 and SERIES3 are
associated with eqns. 2.4-12, 15.
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OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /DWCHD/, KERN
/KRNCOM/, KYO, KYOSQD, FK, FKSQD, HK,
HKSOD, RFKSKYS,. RHKSYKS
(Intermediate Output)
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
\!
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4.3.34 FUNCTION BESKl(X)
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
B. Winther/M. C. Redman
Calculate the modified Bessel function of the second
kind of order 1, K,(x).
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - x = Bessel function argument
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
K-| (x) is calculated with two polynomial expansions taken
from reference 4.
x < 2, use eqn. 9.8.7 and 9.8.3, polynomial approximation,
x > 2, use eqn. 9.6.8, polynomial approximation.
(Refer to 2.4-9)
None
(a) Calling sequence - BESK1 = K,(x)
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.35 FUNCTION BIlMLl(x)
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
B. Winther/M. C. Redman
Calculate I-,(x) - L,(x) where I-i(x) is the modified
Bessel function of the first kind of order 1, and L-,(x)
is the Struve function.
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - x = Bessel function argument
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
A series expansion for I-j-L-i is used for x <_ 12.8 and
an asymptotic expansion is used for x > 12.8 The equations
are taken from Reference 4.
Struve Functions and Related Functions, 12.2.6
Asymptotic Expansion 12.2.1 Power Series,
Bessel Functions of Integer Order, 9.6.10
Ascending Series
(Refer to 2.4-8)
GAMMA (complete Gamma function)
(a) Calling sequence - BI1ML1 - (I-|(x) - L-^x))
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.36 SUBROUTINE APROX (KYO, HI. AREAL, AIMAG)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Evaluate the integral
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - KYO = ky
HI = kh (EQN 2.4.2)
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
The function to be integrated is approximated by a
series of exponentials taken from NASA Technical
Report R-48, p. 8. The range of integration is
T = 0, kh.
(Refer to 2.4-10,11)
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - AREAL=Real part of integral
AIMAG = Imaginary part of integral
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.37 SUBROUTINE SERIES!(SIR, SI I)
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
R. Rosel/M. C. Redman
Evaluate the integral
?TT ~1 ^
(kyor)
2x1.5 dx'
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /KRNCOM/, KYO, KYOSQD, FK, FKSQD
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
SERIES'" nerforms the integration of the above function
from-00 to an arbitrary break point fk = -2ir when
hk > -2i\. A description of the recursion formula used
is given in EQN 2.4-13. Note that since the upper inte-
gration limit is predefined, the sine and cosine integrals
used in the recursion may be precalculated.
None
(a) Calling sequence - SIR = Real part nf integral
SI I = Imaginary part of Integral
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.38 SUBROUTINE SERIES2( S2R. S2I)
AUTHOR: R. Rosel/M. C. Redman
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
Evaluate the integral
/tik, ix .
 a 2\
J":u'+"(ki')z)'* l d J > X = -27T, kh.
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) Common - /KRNC0M/, all variables
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
SERIES2 performs the integration of the above function
from an arbitrary breakpoint fk = -2ir to hk > -2ir. A
description of the Recursion Formula used is given in
EQN 2.4-15.
None
(a) Calling sequence - S2R = Real part of integral
S2I = Imaginary part of integral
(b) Common - none
(c) User I/J0 Files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.39
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
SUBROUTINE SERIES3 (S3P..S3I)
R. Rosel/B. Winther/M. C. Redman
Evaluate the integral of f h k e 1* •'
/ ? ? K5
f (A +("<y0) )
dx
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION
KRNFCT (4.3.33)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common . /KRNCOM/,KYO,KYOSQD,FK,FKSQD,HK,HKSQD
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
SERIES3 performs the integration of the above function
from -°° to hk when hk is less than the arbitrary
breakpoint, hk < fk = -2* . A description of the
recursion formula used is given in EON 2.4.13.
Note that SERIES3 differs from SERIES1 only in that
the sine and cosine integrals of the upper integration
limit may not be pre calculated.
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
SICI (sine/cosine INTEGRAL)
(a) Calling sequence - S3R =
S3I =
(b) Common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
Real part of integral
Imaginary part of integral
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4.3.40 PROGRAM PCOEFF
PURPOSE: Solve for the coefficients of the assumed main
surface pressure modes.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common - /BASIC/,BO,KVAL.MACH,ZERO
/COUNT/.NDWMDS,NDWP.NPTRM
/FILES/,DWSFILE.CMSFILE.C0FFILE,OUT
/TABLE/,RTITLE
/0PTI0NS/,DWP0PT,CMP0PT,PCP0PT,GEX0PT
/CSGE0M/.N0CS
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - basic downwash matrix
and cubic coefficients
of control surface
rotation. (Refer to
Figure 6-a, page 47 .)
CMSFILE - main surface and control
surface c-matrices.
(Refer to Figure 7-b,
page 50 .)
DISCUSSION: As outlined in Section 2.8, solution for the assumed
main surface pressure modes involves modifying the
kinematic downwash matrix by subtracting out dis-
continuities due to control surface(s) rotations and
then solving the system of complex linear equations.
The kinematic downwash matrix, of the form
3Z VLOCAL , ikZ
V is generated from the
basic downwash matrix of the form -(— LOCAL
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If a gust downwash column is included and it is
to be a gradual penetration gust the form of the
basic downwash column is (X-XGUST.O) which must be
placed in required format, EQN 2.6-2. The form of
the basic downwash matrix for a non-gradual pene-
tration gust mode is in the required format, EON 2.6-3.
ROUTINES CALLED: CXINV (NASA LRC computer programming manual, VOLI,
Sect F1.3)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common - /ENDIT/.IERR0R (=33,34)
(c) User 1/0 file OUTPUT - Kinematic Downwash matrix
main surface and control
surface C-matrices
modified downwash matrix
pressure series coefficients
(d) Scratch files - C0FFILE - coefficients of assumed
main surface pressure
modes. (Refer to Figure 7-c,
page 50.)
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4.3.41 PROGRAM PRESURE
PURPOSE: Calculate and report unsteady pressures for a
given k-value Mach no. condition at user specified
or default output points.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common ./BASIC/,BETA,BETASQD.KVAL.MACH.SH,BO,
ZERO.SYM
/OPTIONS/,GEX0PT
/FILES/,DWSFILE,C0FFILE.GFFILE,OUT
/COUNT/,NPRC.NPPRC.NPPT.NDWMDS.NPTRM
/CSGE0M/,N0CS,YHLI,YHL0
/TABLE/,RTTTLE
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - pressure report
information generated
in PRSPREP (4.3.10).
(refer to Figure 6-b,
page 47. )
C0FFILE - coefficients of assumed
main surface pressure
modes, generated in
PC0EFF (4.3.40), (refer
to Figure 7-c, page 50 .)
DISCUSSION: A description of the form of the output is given in
Section 2.9, EQN 2.9-1.
First for the main surface pressure contribution,
cycling by output chord, a matrix of assumed main
surface pressure modes evaluated at each point on
the chord is read from DWSFILE and combined with the
pressure coefficients to form main surface contri-
bution at output points.
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Then cycling by control surface, the pre-calculated
information for the control surface (all output
chords) is read from DWSFILE, and the control
surface contribution at output points is calculated and
combined with the main surface contribution.
Following the control surface cycle the total unsteady
pressure in each mode at all output points has been
calculated and is then reported two modes/page.
If gust excitation was indicated and a GFFILE was
defined the pressures are also saved on GFFILE for
subsequent processing.
ROUTINES CALLED: VIP (vector inner product C = A*B)
VIPA (vector inner product C = C+A*B)
GXIETA (4.3.53) WRTETP (matrix I/? routine)
OUTPUT: (a) calling sequence - none
(b) common - /ENDIT/.IERROR (=35)
(note that all variables in CSVALU are used as
an intermediate step in conjunction with &XIETA)
(c) User 1/0 files - GFFILE - Gust excitation output,
(refer to Figure 5-a,b, page 45, 46)
OUTPUT - unsteady pressures
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.42
PURPOSE:
SUBROUTINE RTHETA (PRESS.AMPPHAS.NPTS.NMDS)
Convert unsteady pressure from real/Imaginary to
amplitude/phase format.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
ROUTINES:
OUTPUT:
PRESURE (4.3.41)
(a) Calling sequence - PRESS =
NPTS
NMDS
(b) common - none
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
R = |PRESS|
9 = cos"1 (REAL(PRESS)/R)*57.29...
None
(a) Calling sequence - AMPPHAS = (R,9)
(b) common . None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
unsteady pressure
(complex form)
N0. points
No. nifides
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4.3.43 PROGRAM SGFgRCE
PURPOSE: Calculate and report sectional generalized forces
for a k-value, Mach no. condition at user specified
or default output chords.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common - /BASIC/,BETA,iJETASQD.KVAL,MACH,BO,SH.SYM
/OPTIONS/,GEX0PT
/FILES/,DWSFILE,C0FFILE,GFFILE,0UT
/CSGE0M/,N0CS,YHLI,YHL0
/COUNT/,NSGFC.NPTRM.NDWMDS
/TABLE/,RTITLE
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - DWSFILE - sectional generalized
force report information
generated in SGFPREP (4.3.11),
(refer to Figure 6-c, page 48)
. C0FFILE - coefficients of assumed main
surface pressure modes calcu-
lated in PC0EFF (4.3.40),
(refer to Figure 7-c, page 50) ,
A description of the form of the output is given in
Section 2.9, EQN 2.9-2.
Cycling by S.G.F. report chord.
Calculate the main surface contribution to the total
integral: read the chordwise integrals of assumed
main surface pressure modes times the various deflection
modes and combine with the pressure coefficients to
form sectional generalized forces in each deflection
mode at the particular chord.
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Then for each control surface read the pre-
calculated Information - including the required
quadrature point distribution along the chord and
the weighted deflections at these points in each
mode. Calculate the control surface pressure at
these points and multiply times the weighted deflec-
tion to generate the control surface mode contri-
bution to sectional generalized forces on the chord.
Having completed the control surface cycle, the total
S.G.F. matrix has been generated for the chord and
is reported. If gust excitation was indicated, and
a GFFILE defined the S.G.F. matrix is saved on GFFILE
for subsequent processing.
ROUTINES CALLED: VIP (vector inner product, C=A*B)
VIPA (vector inner product, C=C+A*B)
GXIETA (4.3.53) WRTETP (matrix 1/0Routine)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common - /ENDIT/.IERROR (=39)
(Note that all variables of CSVALU
are used as an intermediate step in
conjunction with GXIETA)
(c) User 1/0 files - GFFILE - Gust excitation output
(refer to Figure 5-b, page 46 ).
OUTPUT - Sectional generalized
forces
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.44 PROGRAM GF0RCE
PURPOSE: Calculate and report the generalized force
matrix for a k-value, Mach nd. condition.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
RH0III (4.3.2)
(a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common . /BASIC/,BETA,BETASQD,BO,KVAL,MACH,SH,
SYM.ZER0
/OPTIONS/,GEX0PT.GFP0PT
/COUNT/,NPTRM.NDWMDS.NWTMDS
/FILES/,DWSFILE,C0FFILE,GFFILE,0UT
/CSGR0M/,N0CS,YHLI,YHL0
/TABLE/,RTITLE
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(c) Scratch files - none
A description of the form of the output is given
in Section 2.9, EQN 2.9-3.
The contribution due to assumed main surface modes
is first calculated.
Cycling by integration chord (specified on DWSFILE)
The chordwise integrals of assumed main surface
pressure modes evaluated at integration points
along the chord times the various weighted
modal deflections at those points are combined
with the pressure coefficients and added into
the generalized .force matrix..
Following the above chord cycle the generalized
force matrix contributions due to assumed
main surface modes has been generated.
The contributions due to each control surface
are then calculated and added into the matrix.
Cycling by control surface and by the number of
integration chords per control surface.
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Read the precalculated information - including
required quadrature point distribution along
the chord and weighted deflections at these points
in each mode. Calculate the control surface
pressure at each point and multiply times the
weighted deflections to generate the control
surface contribution to generalized forces at the
integration chord.
Having completed the above cycle for all
integration chords for each control surface,
the total generalized . force matrix has
been generated and is optionally reported.
If a GFFILE was defined the generalized force
matrix is saved in either normal or gust excitation
format on GFFILE for subsequent analysis.
ROUTINES CALLED: VIP (vector inner product routine, C=A*B)
VIPA (vector inner product routine, C=C+A*I3)
GXIETA (4.3.53). WRTETP (matrix 1/0 routine)
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - none
(b) common . /ENDIT/.IERR0R (=40-43)
(Note that all variables in CSVALU are
used as an intermediate step in conjunction
with GXIETA)
(c) User 1/0 files - GFFILE - Normal or gust excitation
output (refer to Figure 5-a,b
page 45, 46).
OUTPUT - Generalized forces
(d) Scratch files - none
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4.3.45 SUBROUTINE CHDVAL (Y.VXLE.VDXLE.VXMID.VXHL,
VDXHL,VXTE,VDXTE,VB,IRR)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
To calculate the leading edge, slope of leading
edge, mid-chord, hinge line, slope of hinge,
trailing edge, slope of trailing edge, and
semi-chord values for a given spanwise location.
INPREP (4.3.5), MIPREP (4.3.7),
GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - Y - some chord value
(b) common-/MSGE0M/,NLE,XLE,YLE,DXLEDY
NTE,XTE,YTE,DXTEDY
/CSGE0M/,N0CS,XHLI,YHLI,XHL0,
YHL0.DXHLDY
DISCUSSION: The leading edge trailing edge and any hinge
are assumed to be straight lines between
definition points. Note (*) that if no control
surface hinge exists at Y the hinge values are set
to indefinite.
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - VXLE = ££(y)
VDXLE =
VXMID =
* VXHL =
* VDXHL =
VXTE =
VDXTE = 8Ct/3n
VB = b(y)
IRR = 0,No error
1,Y<YLE(1) or. >YLE(NLE)
or Y<YTE(1) or >YTE(NTE)
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
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4.3.46 SUBROUTINE PLATE (XI0,YI0.ZI0,NR0WZ,A,N0PTS,
NgCgLS.DZgDX*)
ENTRY POINTS: PLATEI (* this variable not used)
PLATE0
AUTHOR: M. C. Redman (Derived from a NASA LAR description
of routines SURF! and SURF2, see
Reference 5)
PURPOSE: " To perform a bivariate interpolation using as the
interpolating function the small deflection equation
of an infinite pinned plate. "
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
PLATEI - MIPREP (4.3.7)
PLATE0 - MIPREP (4.3.7), DWPREP (4.3.9)
SGFPREP(4.3.11), GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - PLATEI - XI0
YI0
ZI0
1 Modal input points
Modal deflections
at (XI0.YI0)
NR0WZ - Row dimension of
ZI0 (Min N0PTS+3)
A - Scratch/save array
(Min(NOPTS+3)2)
NOPTS - Number of modal
input points
N0C0LS - Number of modes
(columns of Z-I0)
PLATE0 - XI0
YI0
Modal output points
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
NR0WZ - Row dimension of
ZI0 (Min NOPTS)
A - Scratch/save array
previously generated
in PLATEI
N0PTS - Number of modal
output points
N0C0LS - Number of modes
(columns of Z-I0)
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4.3.46 Continued . ..
DISCUSSION: From the above reference, approximate the function
f(x,y) by
N
(1) f(x.y) = £ [akR2k ln(R2)] + ^  + an+2X + an+3y
k=l
where R2 = (x-xk)2 + (y-yk)2
(x. ,y. ), k=l,N - points with known functional values
under the constraints
(2) f(xk»yk) = zk« k=l,N (passes through input value)
N
(3) £ ak = 0
k=l
N
(4) £ akxk = 0
k=l
N
(5) Z akyk = 0
k=l
The constraints may be written as a set of linear
equations in ak (PLATEA) and solved.
The approximation has the properties
(1) It is analytic everywhere except at the input
points (xk,yk)
(2) It passes through the input values
(3) The first derivatives 3f(x,y)/9x,9f(x,y)/9y
exist at the input points
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N
 9
3f(x.y)/3x - £ 2-ak<x-xk) hn(RJp + 1.]
^ I
N y
3f(x,y)/3y = £ 2 .a . (Y-Y. ) [Iri(Rf)
(4) as mln (R. ) grows large the curvature approaches zero.
ROUTINES CALLED: PLATEA (4.3.47),
LINSYS (linear system solution routine)
VIP (vector Inner product routine, c = A*B
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - PLATEI - ZI0 = destroyed
A = Interpolating
function coefficients,
input points, scratch
area, and relocation
information,
A(l) = N0. elements of A, MAEL
A(2) = N0. input points
A(3) = N0. equation (A(2)+3)
A(4) = First coefficient term
(IA1=LAST+13)
A(5) = LAST - see below
A(6) = X input N0.1
A(7) = Y input 'Nrf.l
A(8) scratch
A(9) scratch
A(10) = X input N0.2
•
•
•
A(LAST-3) = X input NjJ.N
A(LAST-2) « Y input Nrf.N
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A(LAST-l) » scratch
A(LAST) = scratch
A(LAST-H) - A(LAST+12) = scratch
A(IA1) » First coefficient for
first mode
A(IA1+N0. equation) = First
I coefficient for second
mode
A(NAEL) = Last coefficient for
last mode
(b) common - None
(c) User I/U file
(d) Scratch files- None
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4.3.47 SUBROUTINE PLATEA(X.Y.A,N,M)
AUTHOR: M. C. Redman (As noted in 4.3.46)
PURPOSE: Form the constraint matrix for the M=N+3
equations specified in equations (2)- (5) of
Routine PLATE .
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
PLATE (4.3.46)
(a) Calling sequence - X
Y
A
N
M
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 file - None
(d) Scratch files - None
= Modal input points
= Scratch area
= Number of input points
= Number of equations,
M=N+3
DISCUSSION: The matrix formed A(M,M) is
1 ..-I JO 0 0
xr--xN|o o o
Y O OL I N
where A..
1= 0, i=j
= (X.-X.)
. 1*J
(YrY.)
ROUTINES CALLED: None
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4.3.47 Continued
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - A = constraint matrix
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 file - None
(d) Scratch files - None
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4.3.48 SUBROUTINE VPCALC (X,XLE,B,VPFL)
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
Calculate the value of velocity profile
<Vlocal/V) at X •
MIDREP (4.3.7), DWPREP (4.3.9)
(a) Calling sequence - X
XLE
B
(b) COMMON-/TABLE/.XVP
COFVP
= Leading edge value
= Semi-chord value
= Interval endpoints (0,1)
= Cubic coefficient of
velocity profile per
interval
NVPPTS = N0. velocity profile
points (XVPS)
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
DISCUSSION: Determine the interval i such that
Xvp-j .iX<Xvp1+1 , X = (X-XLE)/2B = percent chord
Then vlocal/v = CO.+C1 . .
Where CO..,. .. ,C3.. are the cubic coefficients of
velocity profile for interval i .
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - VPFL
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
Va,'V
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4.3.49
PURPOSE:
SUBROUTINE SPFCT (YBAR.FYBAR)
Calculate the spanwlse pressure terms of
assumed main surface pressure modes at
a specified spanwise location for unsteady
pressures or generalized forces.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
PRSPREP (4.3.10), SGFPREP (4.3.11),
GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - YBAR
(b) COMMON - /BASIC/, SYM
/COUNT/, NSPT
(c) User 1/0 files - none
(d) Scratch files - none
= Y
( N=l,3,5... symmetrianalysis
=N 2,4,6... anti symmetric
analysis
Refer to EQN 2.5-3. Note that the
term sin $= yi- y_2 maintained outside the
expression for C-matrix calculation is multiplied
through for this routine.
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - FYBAR
(b) common - None
(c) User I//) Files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
= f(y_)
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4.3.50
PURPOSE:
SUBROUTINE CPFCT (XBAR.FXBAR)
Calculate the chordwlse pressure terms of
assumed main surface pressure modes at a
specified point on the planform for unsteady
pressures or generalized forces.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
PRSPREP (4.3.10), SGFPREP (4.3.11),
GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - XBAR = X.
(b) common - /COUNT/,NCPT
(c) User 1/0 Files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
f^ *) = cot(0/2) 9 = cos'^-x)
•^(x.) = sin(NO), 1 = 2,...,NCPT N=l,2,,
Refer to EQN 2.5-5
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - FXBAR
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
= f(x)
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4.3.51 SUBROUTINE GFCGRID
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
G. KeyIon
Determine the chordwise integration scheme
necessary for generalized force integration.
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
SGFPREP (4.3.11), GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - XHLE = Cj
XHM =
XHL = £
'm
h£
XHTE = Et
BH = 6
IND = (see discussion)
XIC = lc
(b) common - /QUADWTS/,WT4,DIST4,WTS5,DISTS5,
WTL4.DISTL4
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
DISCUSSION There are three cases involved in determining
the quadrature grid.
IND=0, The pressure modes involved are
main surface type^ . Break at a
physical hinge, £nj,, because of
possible discontinuities in modal
deflections.
IND=1, The pressure mode involved is of
control surface type; however, the
chord does not cross the hinge associated
with the pressure mode. Break at a physical
hinge, £ho » as in IND=0, also break at
the extended hinge associated with the pressure
L , because of large gradients near side edges,
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IND= -1, The pressure mode involved is of
control surface type and chord crosses the
hinge associated with the pressure mode,
i.e., ^ = lc . Break at hinge
using log quadrature because of log
singularity in pressure mode.
In addition to the above, square root quadratures
must be used at the leading and trailing edges,
and a maximum length of 25% of chord may be integrated
using a 4 point Legendre, or log, or 5 point square
root quadrature.
Under the above constraints a set of integration
regions with associated type quadratures and end
points is derived. The total set of integration points
along the chord and associated quadrature weights are
generated.
ROUTINES CALLED:
OUTPUT:
None
(a) Calling sequence - NPICHD = Number of integration
points
NFWDHL = Number of integration
points forward of any
physical hinge ( L )
XBARIP = _X values of integration
points
CWT = Quadrature weights
associated with X/s.
(b) COMMON - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
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4.3.52 SUBROUTINE GFSGRID
AUTHOR:
PURPOSE:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
G. Keylon
Determine the spanwise integration scheme
necessary for generalized force integration.
GFPREP (4.3.12)
(a) Calling sequence - None
(b) common - /BASIC/, SH
/CSGE0M/,N0CS,CSTYPE,YHLI,YHL0
/QUADWTS/,WT4,DIST4,WT8,DIST8,
WTS5,DISTS5,WTS10,DISTS10
(c) User 1/0 Files - None
(d) Scratch Files - None
DISCUSSION: The planform (0,S) is divided into integration
regions and associated quadratures. Integration
region endpoints include the root ( n = o ) , the
tip (n = s ), and any discrete control surface
side edge. Additional constraints include
square root quadrature at the tip, and a maximum
of 1/3 of the span may be integrated using a 4 pt.
Legendre or 5 pt. square root quadrature (2/3 for the 8 pt.
Legendre and 10 pt. square root). Under the above,
additional endpoints may be included with the basic
set.
Given the integration region endpoints and type
quadratures the total set of integration chords
and associated quadrature weights is generated.
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - NICHD = Number of integration chords
YBARIC = Y_ values of integration chords
SWT
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 Files - None
(d) Scratch Files - None
= Quadrature weights associated
with Y's .
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4.3.53 COMPLEX FUNCTION GXIETA (XI.XIBAR)
PURPOSE: Calculate a control surface "chordwise"
pressure term at a given point on the planform
for unsteady pressures or generalized forces.
CALLED FROM PRESURE (4.3.41), SGF0RCE (4.3.43)
GF0RCE (4.3.44)
INPUT: (a) Calling sequence - XI = i
XIBAR = £
(b) COMMON - /BASIC/,KVAL,KSQD
/CSVALU/, (all variables)
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
DISCUSSION: Routine GXIETA calculates the "chordwise"
pressure term at a given point for any of
the possible type control surfaces.
IND = 1 (Full-Span) or IND=2(Tip-Span) calculate
g(S,n) EQN's 2.5-16, 2.5-18
IND = 3 (Mid-Span) or IND=4(Partial-Span) calculate
g(S,n) EQN's 2.5-16, 2.5-17
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - GXIETA = 9(4 ,n)
(b) common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - None
(d) Scratch files - None
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4.3.54 SUBROUTINE READTP/WRTETP (A.,K,NAME,M,N,B,NFS,NMS,NTAPE,IRR)
PURPOSE:
AUTHOR:
CALLED FROM:
INPUT:
DISCUSSION:
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Read/write a matrix as one record in binary form with
a header record
G. KeyIon (from a Boeing routine of the same name)
INPREP (4.3.5), RDWRTC (4.3.14), PRESURE (4.3.41),
SGFORCE (4.3.44), GFORCE (4.3.45), GSTPREP (4.3.13)
(a) Calling Sequence - A = Matrix to be read (written)
K = Row dimension of /\ (FORTRAN)
(=1 if A is a vector)
NAME = Matrix name (an integer)
will be compared on a read
unless name = 0
M = No. of rows in matrix to
be written
N = No. of columns in matrix to
be written
B = A 6 word auxilary set of
information to be written
in header
NFS = No. files to be spaced
orior to reading (writing)
NMS = No. of matrices to be spaced
prior to reading (writing)
NTAPE = File name on which matrix
is to be written or from
which matrix is to be read
(b) Common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - Information on NTAPE
(d) Scratch files - None
READTP/WRTETP use FORTRAN binary I/O to read or
write a header record and the desired matrix.
Legality checks are made on the presence of the
information, the name, and matrix size. Record
spacing and file spacing is done using blank list
binary reads
The form of the information is
Rec. 1 NAME,M.N,6*0,B(6 words)
Rec. 2 A (written M by N)
ROUTINES CALLED: None
OUTPUT: (a) Calling sequence - A = Matrix read
NAME = Name of matrix read
M = No. rows in matrix read
N = No. columns in matrix read
B = 6 words of auxilary information
IRR = error return
0 = No. error
1 = Negative file spacing requested
2 = Negative matrix spacing requested
3000+1 = Record spacing error, end of
file encountered, I records
remained to skipped
5 = Name check failure (reading)
6 = Matrix dimensions illegal (reading)
7 = end of file encountered
(b) Common - None
(c) User 1/0 files - Information NTAPE
(d) Scratch files - None
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM MATS (an associated input data preprocessor program)
AUTHOR: M. Y. Hirayama
PURPOSE: Generate surface type modal input for the RHO III program from a
motion axis representation of structural mode.
DISCUSSION: Program MATS (Motion Axis To Surface) is a modal interpolation
program which calculates deflections at specified points on a
lifting surface from known deflections and rotations along a motion
axis (e.g. elastic axis). The motion axis is defined as one
straight line lying in the plane of the lifting surface. Deflections
are displacements normal to the lifting surface plane. Assuming
that sections of the lifting surface normal to the motion axis are
rigid, the deflection at any point x,y in the lifting surface
plane for a structural mode is:
(A-l) Z(x,y)= Z0(n0)+90(n0)D0
where Z = Deflection at a surface point
Z = Deflection at a motion axis station
8 = Rotation at a motion axis station
D^ = Perpendicular distance from the point x,y to the
motion axis (+ aft)
n = The associated motion axis station
Additionally program MATS allows up to four motion axes associated
with control surface rotations to be defined (e.g. hinge lines).
The deflection at any point aft of the ith control surface motion
axis is:
(A-2) Z(x,y)=Zo(no)+eo(no)Do+9i(ni)Di
where Z,Z ,9 ,D , and n are defined above,
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and 9. = Rotation at an i* motion axis station
D. = Perpendicular distance from the point x,y to the
i*11 motion axis (+aft)
n. = The associated itn motion axis station.
METHOD: The user defines the lifting surface planform through a set of
leading edge and trailing edge definition points; the leading
edge ?nd trailing edge are defined to be straight lines between
definition points.
The user defines the various motion axes in either of two ways,
(1) As a set of x,y values of motion axis stations at which
displacements are known - the first and last of which define
the straight line motion axis, all others must lie on this
straight line.
(2) As an initial x,y point with an orientation angle and a set
of distances along the motion axis from the initial point to
the motion axis stations at which displacements are known.
The user specifies the locations of the desired output points or
indicates that the program is to generate a default set.
The user specifies the modal displacements (per mode) at each of
the above motion axis points. For the primary or main surface motion
axis the displacements include deflections and rotations. For the
motion axes associated with control surfaces the displacements
include only rotations.
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Planform Defn. Pts.
Motion Axes Defn. Pts,
For each mode, the program determines the coefficients of
a chain of cubics in n or n- which a
displacements along each motion axis.
pproximate the modal
Then, refering to the above figure, for a given output point,
(1) Determine the perpendicular distance to the main surface
motion axis, DQ , and associated motion axis station, nQ.
(2) Determine the interval no. j such that nj^ n <n
(3) Then using the cubic coefficients for that interval,
determine the deflection and rotation at n •
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where CZ^ , , , are the cubic coefficients associated with the
U> I »c >J •
deflection in the j* interval of the main surface motion
axis
C0^ ,
 9 ,, are the cubic coefficients associated with theu, i,£ , o th
rotation in the j interval of the main surface motion axis.
(4) If the output point lies aft of a control surface motion
axis, in a similar manner, determine D., and n-• Then
determine the interval no. j and apply the cubic coefficients
associated with the rotation in the j interval of the
control surface motion axis to find 9.(n-)> the rotation
at n.j.
(5) The deflection at the output point is then given by EQN. (A-2)
Note: If n0>n0 or n^nj, 60(nQ) is defined as 6o(n0 or nJJ)
and Z (n ) is calculated using the cubic coefficients
associated with the deflection on the first or last
interval.
The above process is repeated for each output point for each mode.
The final result is the generation of the modal input file for
the RHO III program (refer to figure 2, page 43 of this document)
As discussed in Appendix B, the number and placement of modal
input points for RHO III (output points in MATS) is quite
important, particularly in the region around a control surface
hinge (motion axis). If the user specifies the output point
locations, the information will be input in bar notation for the
main surface output points (refer to section 2.2 nomenclature),
and in percent control surface span/100 and percent control
surface chord/100 for control surface output local points. Note
then any point specified as a main surface point which lies aft
of a control surface motion axis will be deleted.
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DATA FLOW
CARD SET 1
CONTROL
PARAMETERS
CARD SET 10
M.A.PT. DISP.
INPUT FILE INFO
'
CARD SET 17
3.S.MA. PT.DISP.
INPUT FILE INFO.
CARD SET 2
LEADING EDGE
DEFN. PTS.
CARD SET 3
TRAILING EDGE
DEFN. PTS. CARD SET 18
MAIN SURFACE
CHORD DIST.
CARD SET 11
X' S OF C S
MOTION Axis'PTS
CARD SET 4
X'S OF M.S.
MOTION AXIS PTS _f CARD SET 12| Y'S OF C.S.
MOTION AXIS PTS.
CARD SET 19
MAIN SURFACE
POINT DIST.
CARD SET 5
Y'S OF M.S.
MOTION AXIS PTS
CARD SET 13
ROOT PT. AND
ANGLE OF C.S.M.A
CARD SET 6
ROOT PT. AND
ANGLE OF M.S.M.A
CARD SET 14
DIST'S FROM
ROOT TO M.A.PTS. CARD SET 20
CONTROL SURFACE
CHORD DIST.CARD SET 7DIST'S FROM
ROOT TO M.A. PTS
CARD SET 15
M.A. PT. INPUT
FILE INFO
CARD SET 8
M.A. PT. INPUT
FILE INFO
CARD SET 21
CONTROL SURFACE
POINT DIST.
i/>i CARD SET 16.
DISP. AT C.S.
M.A. PTS. [CARD SET 22OUTPUT FILE
I INFOCARD SET 9
DISP. AT M.S.
M.A. PTS.
CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
DATA INPUT DESCRIPTION
1 1-5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
511
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
IND(I)
NLE
NTE
NM
NCHMS
NSPARMS
NSMS
NCS
NCHCS
Motion axis input indicators. Specifies either
card or tape input for the various motion axes
and displacements. There are two forms of motion
axis definition, (a) x,y values of points, (b)
x,y value of root with an orientation angle and
distances along the M.A. to station.
IND(I) = 0 - Form a and disp. from cards
= .1 - Form b and disp. from cards
= 2 - Form a from cards and disp. from tape
= 3 - Form b from cards and disp. from tape
= 4 - Form a and disp. from tape
1 = 1 - primary on main surface M.A.
= 2,.., 5 M.A. 's associated with control surfaces
No. leading edge defn. pts.
No. trailing edge defn. pts.
No. modes
No. of output (streamwise) chords on the main
surface. INCHMS]<20 if NCHMS>0, chord
distribution wi11~be internally generated -
equal spacing, first chord at root, last chord
at tip. If NCHMS <0user specifies chord
distribution in CARD SET 18. (default = 15)
No. of output points per chord on the main
surface. |NSPARMS| <20 if NSPARMS >0, point
distribution will be internally generated -
equal spacing, first point at leading edge, -last
point at trailing edge. If NSPARMS <0 the user
specifies point distribution in CARD SET 19.
(default = 7)
No. main surface motion axis stations
No. control surfaces, NCS<4.
No. output streamwise chords on each control
surface, |NCHCS| £10 IF NCHCS>0 chord distribution
will be generated internally - equally spaced,
first chord at inboard side edge, last chord at
•
outboard side edge. If NCHCS<0 the user specifies
the chord distribution in CARD SET 20. (default = 3)
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CARD
SET
2
3
FIELD
14
15-18
LIST
LIST
FORMAT
15
515
6F10.0
6F10.0
VARIABLE
NSPARCS
NSCS(I)
XLE( I )
YLE( I )
XTE(I)
YTE( I )
DESCRIPTION
No. output points per control surface chord,
|NSPARCS|<10. . If NSPARCS>0, point distribution
will be internally generated-equal spacing;
first point at hinge line, last point at trail ;ng
edge. If NSPARCS <0 the user specif ies ooint
distribution in CARD SET 21. (default = 4)
No. control surface motion axis stations.
1=1, NCS
Leading edge definition points, 3 pair of input
values/card, root to tip. 1=1, NLE
Trailing edge definition points, 3 pair of input
values/card, root to tip. 1=1, NTE
IF IND(l)^ 0 and 2 OMIT CARD SETS 4 and 5
4
5
LIST
LIST
6F10.0
6F10.0
XI(I)
YI( I )
X values of main surface motion axis points,
1=1 ,NSMS. Input root to tip.
Y values of main surface motion axis points,
1=1, NSMS. Input root to tip.
IF IND(l) f 1 or 3 OMIT CARD SETS 6 and 7
6
7
1
2
3
LIST
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
6F10.0
X
Y
Theta
YPI( I )
X value of main surface motion axis root
Y value of main surface motion axis root
Angle of motion axis (degrees) from X-ax is
(=90°-sweep angle)
Distances along the main surface motion axis to
motion axis stations, 1=1, NSMS. Input root to
tip, YPI(1 ) must be zero.
IF IND(l) f 4 OMIT CARD SET 8
8 1
2
3
15
15
15
INTAPE
IFILSP
I MATS P
Input tape no. of tape containing main surface
motion axis stations. (One vector for X, one
vector for Y) INTAPE=l-3.
N(5. files to be skipped on INTAPE (Rewound
position) prior to reading.
N0. matrices to be skipped on INTAPF. (from
beginning of file ) prior to reading
IF IND(l) >1 OMIT CARP SET 9 - OTHERWISE REPEAT CARD SET 9 TWICE FOR EACH MODE,
DEFLECTION, ROTATION, DEFLECTION, etc., 2*NM TIMES.
9 LIST 6RO.O ZI(I) Modal displacement at main surface motion axis
stations (deflections or rotations). 1=1, NSMS.
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CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
IF IND(l) <2 OMIT CARD SET 10
10 1
2
3
15
15
15
INTAPE
IFILSP
I MATS P
Input tape no. of tape containing main surface
motion axis modal displacements. (One matrix
no. points by 2*NM, alternating def 1 . , rotation)
INTAPE = 1 - 3
N0. files to be skipped on INTAPE (Rewound
position) prior to reading.
N0. matrices to be skipped on INTAPE (from
beginning of file) prior to reading
IF NCS = 0 OMIT CARD SETS 11 THROUGH 17, OTHERWISE REPEAT CARD SETS 11 THROUGH 17
ONCE FOR EACH CONTROL SURFACE.
IF IND (i+1) t 2 or 0 OMIT CARD SETS 11 and 12
11
12
LIST
LIST
6F10.0
6F10.0
xi(D
YKD
X values of ith control surface motion axis
points, 1=1, NSCS( i ) . Input inboard side edge
to outboard side edge.
Y values of ith control surface motion axis points
i=l, N S C S ( i ) . Input inboard side edqe to outboard
side edge.
IF LND (i+1) M or 3 OMIT CARD SETS 13 and 14
13
14
1
2
3
LIST
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
F10.0
X
Y
Theta
YPI( I )
X value of ith control surface motion axis root.
Y value of ith control surface motion axis root.
Angle of ith control surface motion axis (degrees]
from X axis. (=90° - sweep angle)
Distances along ith control surface motion axis
to motion axis stations, 1=1, N S C S ( i ) . Input
inboard side edge to outboard side edge, YPI ( l ) =
0.0.
IF IND (i+1) f 4 OMIT CARD SET 15
15 1
2
3
15
15
15
INTAPE
iFILbP
I MATS P
Input tape no. of tape containing ith control
surface.motion axis stations. (One vector for
X, one vector for Y). INTAPE = 1-3.
N0. files to be skipped on INTAPE (Rewound
position) prior to reading
N0. matrices to be skipped on INTAPE (from
beginning of fi le) prior to reading
IF IND (i+1) >] OMIT CARD SET 16, OTHERWISE REPEAT CARD SET 16 NM TIMES
16 LIST 6F10.0 ZKD Modal displacements at ith control surface motion
axis stations (rotations) 1=1, NSCS( i )
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CARD
SET FIELD FORMAT VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
IF IND (i+l)<2 OMIT CARD SET 17
17 1
2
3
15
15
15
INTAPE
IFILSP
I MATS P
Input tape no. of tape containing ith control
surface motion axis displacements. (One matrix
NSCS(i) by NM, rotations) INTAPE = 1 - 3 .
N0. files to be skipped on INTAPE (Rewound
position) prior to reading.
N0. matrices to be skipped on INTAPE (from
.heainnina of file) prior to reanina
CARD SETS 11 THROUGH 17 ARE REPEATED PER CONTROL SURFACE
IF NCHMS >0 OMIT CARD SET 18
18 LIST 6F10.0 YDIST(I) Output chord distribution for main surface,
1=1, NCHMS. Input in bar notation, 0 =
planform root, 1 = planform tip, values <0 and
*1 are permitted.
IF NSPARMS> 0 OMIT CARD SET 19
19 LIST 6F10.0 XDIST(I) Output point/chord distribution for main surface,
1=1, NSPARMS(applies to all chords. Any point
falling on a control surface will be deleted).
Input in bar notation, -1 = leading edge, +1 =
trailing edge, values <-l and >+l are permitted.
IF NCHCS >0 OMIT CARD SET 20
20 LIST 6F10.0 YDISTCS(I) Output chord distribution for control surfaces,
1 = 1 , NCHCS. Input in bar notation for control
surface, i.e., 0 = inboard side edge, 1 =
outboard side edge, values <0 or >1 are permitted
but will be associated with the main surface.
IF NSPARCS >0 OMIT CARD SET 21
21
22
LIST
1
2
3
6F10.0
15
15
15
XDISTCS(I)
IOUT
IFIL
I MAT
Output point/chord distribution for control
surfaces, 1=1, NSPARCS (applies to all control
surface output chords). Input in percent control
surface chord/100, e. g. , 0 = motion axis (hinge),
+1 = trailing edge. Values <0 and >1 are permitted,
but values <0 will be associated with the main
surface.
Output tape no. of tape to be used for input to
RHOIII. IOUT = 1-3. If IOUT10 no output tao°
will be generated. (Refer to Figure 2 page 43 ).
N0. files to be skipped on INTAPE (Rewound
position) prior to reading.
N0. matrices to be skipped on INTAPE (from
beginning of file) prior to reading
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USAGE: MATS requires approximately 55000g to load. The program utilizes
dynamic core allocation, thus the field length required for execution
will depend upon the users specific problem.
The field length required to load and execute is the maximum of
(1) load field length or (2) basic program requirements and variable
storage length.
Load Field Length - 55000g
Basic Program Req. = 41000g
Variable Storage Length = 2i2*NLE + 2*NTE + (4+2*NM)*(NSMS+Nt^'S'NSCSi)
+ (6+NM)*(NCHMS+NSPARMS+
NCHCS*NSPARSM*NC)}
The output tape (on disk file) from MATS, I0UT, and the associated
file spacing, IFIL, should be specified in RH0III data input as
modal input file, MIFILE, and first input file on M1FILE, MIF1,
(see Cardset 3 of data stacking, page 59).
NOTE: ALL INFORMATION ON TAPES IS ASSUMED TO BE IN READTP/WRTETP
FORMAT, (Refer to Section 4.3.54)
ALL FILES ARE REWOUND BY THE PROGRAM
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APPENDIX B
Modal_ Interpolation
The routine used for modal interpolation performed on structural modes to
determine deflections and slopes at downwash points, changes in slope across
a control surface hinge for definition of cubic coefficients of hinoe rota-
tion, or deflections at integration points as required by the quadratures
used to calculate sectional or total generalized forces is described in
section 4.3.46, page 163* also see Reference 5.
Since adequate representation of the structural modes for both the boundary
conditions and generalized force integration is so important, a further
discussion of the method used is presented here.
The modes are approximated by
N
ZU.n) - E a^lnCR' + aN+1
(x. ,y^ ) = iN input points
under the constraints
Z ( x i , y i ) = Z j ( x ; . y ^ ) , i
N N
Eai = 0. E *i*i = °
1,N
N
= innut value at
. = 0
which expressed in matrix form for n input modes,
1
yN A. . = O, i = j
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is a linear system of equations which may be solved for the Interpolating
Function Coefficients (I.F.C.'s).
Then for any output point, U,n),
3X
3ZUin)
ax
where Z(f , ,n) has the properties
n\-
[a- .] •ij
fiji-
A.i
1
e.
n
f •
0
1
0 -
A. = R J f l n ( R ? ) , i = 1,Ni 1 1
'
 5 2 Z (
^
n )
»
 32z(
^
n)
 -> 0 as tne distance to the nearest
3X< ay- ooint
Z(f,,n) is analytic everywhere except at
tn ex1st at (
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3x 3y
If N = 3 and the points are non colinear a simple plane is defined for Z(c,n).
The following procedure was used to allow the user to input modal deflections
at arbitrary points, keeping in mind that any mode may contain control surface
rotations relative to the main surface as well as total lifting surface
deformations. The lifting surface is divided into zones as indicated in
the following figures, where zone 0 includes all points in the lifting surface
plane not "behind" a control surface hinge. Each input point is identified
as lying in one of the zones, with the exception that any point lying in the
6 region about the I ' control surface hinge is defined to be in both zone 0
and zone I. A set of I.F.C.'s is determined for the deflections defined by
zone 0 points, and will apply to any output point in zone 0. (Note that the
6 regions do not apply to output points.) For each control surface, four
additional points lying egually spaced along the hinge are defined and the
modal deflections and slopes at these points determined using the zone 0
I.F.C.'s,
1iv
zone 0 V
O
zone 1
O
V
H
zone 2
Q V
O additional points for control surface 1
hinge, ncs = 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1
O both zone 0 and zone 1
For control surface I, a set of I.F.C.'s is determined using zone I points,
points in the Ith 6 region, and the four additional points. This set of
I.F.C.'s will apply to any output point in zone '. A second set of slopes
at the four additional points is determined using tne I.F.C.'s for zone i,
and a cubic in
 DCS is fitted to *$lope for each mode.
*slope(ri)
azu.n)
zonel ax zoneJ/
As with any interpolation routine, the one used in RHG III owes better
results for output points which are interior to a number of input poinls,
and in general the nare input points the better che results (for non-pi-«ar
defoliations). It is particularly important that motion in the region near
a control surface hinge be well defined since slopes are being calculated at
output points which are on zone boundaries, i.e. not interior to any input
points. The user should always examine the cubic coefficients of hinge
rotation to verify that the calculated control surface rotations, o(n). are
in fact a good approximation of the physical rotations. For simple planar
deformations, three non-colinear points in each zone will exactly define the
motion, e.g.
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Note that a simple bending mode (1 , 2 , etc.) is not adequately defined
by input points lying in two lines because of the tendency of the interpolation
function used to force curvature to zero in both coordinates, e.g.
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APPENDIX C
C.I Quadrature Description
The basic work performed by the RHO III program is numerical integration.
In particular this includes the surface integration of the pressure kernel
expression of the downwash integral equation (EQN 2.3-1, 2.3-6), or the
integration along a chord of unsteady pressure times modal deflection for
sectional generalized forces (EQN 2.9-2), or the surface integration of
unsteady pressure times modal deflection for total generalized forces
(EQN 2.9-3). The numerical integration is accomplished using Gaussian
quadrature of the general form,
(C.l-1) /w(t)f(t)dt = E H,f(a.)
J$ 1=1
where f(t) = the function to be integrated with the associated term,
w(t) = a known positive function of t called the weight function,
and H. = the quadrature weights corresponding to,
a. = the quadrature abscissae.
The abscissae are roots of an n degree polynomial which is orthogonal with
respect to the weight function w(t) on (a,8). A discussion of the existence
and determination of the set of a. and corresponding H- for which EQN C.l-1
will be exact, provided f(t) is of degree <_2n-l, is given in reference 3,
Chap. VII. The properties of a- and H. include,
a. real and distinct
Hi > 0, i = 1 ,---,n
a < a. < 3, i = 1 ,•• • ,n
E H. = faw
i=l 1 J&
(t)dt
The usual approach is to determine a. and H. for a known interval, e.g. (0,1),
and perform a linear transformation of variables from, for example, x on (a,b)
to t on (0,1).
The weight functions used within RHO III are:
w(t) = 1 (for which the abscissae are roots of an n degree Legendre
polynomial on (a.B)--referredto as Gauss-Legendre quadrature)
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(referred to as Square Root quadrature) '
yt - a
w(t) =ln|t - a| (referred toas Log quadrature)
For integration performed in evaluation of the downwash integral equation, the
integrand and its first derivative are well behaved over the majority of the
surface, thus Gauss-Legendre quadrature is most prevalently used. However the
first chordwise pressure term, COT(0/2), for a main surface analysis has a
square root singularity at the planform leading edge, and the remaining chord-
wise pressure terms for both main surface and control surface analyses have a
square root (or similar order) discontinuity in the first derivative at the
planform leading'and trailing edges. Additionally the spanwise terms for both
analyses have a square root (or similar order) discontinuity in the first
derivative at the planform tips. Therefore Square Root quadrature is used in
regions which include a planform boundary as an endpoint. The "chordwise"
pressure term for a control surface analysis contains a logarithmic singular-
ity at a physical control surface hinge line, and the kernel expression used
for a control surface analysis (EQN 2.3-6) contains a logarithmic singularity
at a downwash chord (y) in spanwise integration. Thus Log quadrature is used
in regions which include the above singularities.(as previously noted in Sec-
tion 2.3, the logarithmic singularity in the kernel expression for a main
surface analysis has been removed) Note that because of the predetermination
of the weights and abscissae on an interval (0,1), the integration of a log-
arithmic singularity involves both Log and Gauss-Legendre quadratures.
For integration performed in calculation of sectional and total generalized
forces the kernel function singularities are not involved, however the sing-
ularities associated with the pressure terms remain and are handled in the
same manner.
The form of the quadratures used is,
Gauss-Legendre quadrature
b 1 n
(C.l-2) f f(x)dx = (b-a)f f(t)dt = (b-a) £wT.f(x.)
•'
 J J 1 1
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where n = 4 or 8
WT. = the n point Gauss-Legendre quadrature weights
x- = (b-a)ti + a, t. = .the n point Gauss-Legendre quadrature
abscissae (note that WT. and x, are symmetric
about (b+a)/2
Square Root quadrature
b , 1 , 1 ,
(C.l-3) . f — !=f(x)dx = (b-a)f — r=f(t)dt = V^f
 7Lf(t)dt
•' 0 y(b-a)t 0"\|t
E WTSif(x.)1=1 n
where n = 5 or 10
WTS- = the n point Square Root quadrature weights
x. = (b-a)ts. + a, ts. = the n point Square Root quadrature
abscissae
f(x) = g(x) Yx-a, where g(x) has a square root singularity of the
form l/Vx"1!'
Log (pi us Legendre) quadrature
b 1
(C.l-4) f ln'x-a| f(x)dx = (b-a)f In (b-a)tl f(t)dt
Ja 'o
1 1
= (b-a)ln|b-a|f f(t)dt + (b-a) f -n tj f(t)dt
•'o . Jo
where n = 4 or 8
= (b-a)lnib-a|E WT-f(x.) - (b-a) WTLif(x.)
i=l 1 j=l J J
WT- and x. are as defined in C.I -2
1WTL. = the n point Log quadrature weights associated with w(t)=ln(v — )
x. = (b-a)tl . + a, tl . = the n point Log quadrature abscissae
J J J
f(x) = g(x)/ ln|x-a|, where g(x) has a logarithmic singularity of
the form In x-al
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C.2 Quadrature Grid
The various integrations performed by RHO III include:
Integration in the spanwise coordinate n
1. Evaluation of the downwash integral expression for main
surface analysis, -S <_ n £ S.
2. Evaluation of the downwash integral expression for control
surface analysis, S <_ n £ S.
3. Calculation of total generalized forces, 0 <_ n <_ §.
Integration in the chordwise coordinate E,
4. Evaluation of the integral associated with F(y,y) and F'(y,y),
5 l 5. (EQN 2.3-4,5)
5. Evaluation of the integral associated with chordwise pressure
terms times non-singular kernel, £s(n) 5 I £ t^^ '
6. Evaluation of the integral associated with chordwise pressure
terms times singular kernel, C,,(n) l C 1 t^^ '
7. Calculation of sectional or total generalized forces,
Involved in each of the above is the determination of a sequence of quad-
ratures (using the set of quadratures previously described) which will
integrate the required function with a sufficient degree of accuracy and
a minimum amount of calculation.
Refering to the actual routines used in RHO III the grids (quadrature sequences)
are derived in SGRID(4.3.16) for 1 and 2, GFSGRID(4.3.52) for 3, CGRID(4.3.23)
for 4, 5, and 6, and GFCGRID(4.3.51 ) for 7.
Factors included in the decision process are singular and near singular
points in the pressure terms and kernel functions, and discontinuities in
the kernel functions and modal deflections.
The gridding involved in 3 and 7 is fairly straight forward, using an even
distribution of points with a maximum interval length associated with the
number of quadrature points and the placement of quadrature endpoints at
singular or near singular points in the pressure terms or points where dis-
continuities may occur in the modal deflections. The gridding involved in
1, 2, and 4-6, i.e. C-matrix calculation, is somewhat more involved and will
be described in detail.
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In the following, 4L, 8L refer to four and eight point Gauss-Legendre quad-
ratures, 5S, 10S refer to five and ten point square root quadratures, 4LL, 8LL
refer to combination four and eight point log quadratures plus four and eight
point Gauss-Legendre quadratures.
SPANWISE INTEGRATION FOR C-MATRIX CALCULATION
Main Surface Analysis
In bar notation, the left hand side of the planform is always integrated
using,
-1.0{10S}-.33{4L}0.
for^y < .33, the right hand side continues,
0 . {4L}y{8L}y+.67( l -y ) {5S}1 .0
for .33 £ y < .67,
0.{8L}y{4L}y+.5( l -y) {5S}1.0
for .67 <_ y,
0 . {8L} .67y {4L}y {5S}1 .0
Control Surface Analysis
a. determine an initial set of endpoints which include *$, 0, y, and any
descrete control surface side edge, e.g. 1-8 in the following figure.
b. add endpoints on either side of the downwash chord, y, for Log inte-
gration, e.g. 4a and 5a. (basic Log region length is .045)
Note that n4g = max[ n5-.04S, . 5(n4+n5)]
= min[ n5+.04S, .
c. add
are
endpoints in any region (n.,,-fi.) > S/3, e.g. 3a. (two endpoi
added if (ni+1-n.j) > 2S/3)1 ' 1
The grid is then,
n1{5S}n2{4L}n3{4L}n3a{4L}n4{4L}n4a{4LL}n5{4LL}n5a{4L}n6{4L}n7{5S}n8
nts
n4a n5a
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For both main surface and control surface analysis, note that as n -*• y,
in particular as e = e(y-n)/b(n) becomes small, the chordwise integration
becomes progressively more difficult (observe the y terms in the kernel
functions). The user must choose the downwash chord distribution such
that the minimum value of e does not fall below .001.
For a main surface analysis the minimum value of e will occur in the Square
Root quadrature region between y and S when y > .67. For this case
min
 e * 6{.05(S-y)/b(y)} = (3{.05(S-y)/b(y)}
For a control surface analysis the minimum value of e will occur in either
the left or right hand side Log integration region about y. The standard
region width is .045; as y gets closer than .08S to either a control surface
side edge or the tip this region width will be reduced, i.e. e may fall
below .001. For this case
min e = 6{.02|ns-y|/6(y)} E e( .02) vy|/b(y)}
where n , n may be either the tip S,S or a control surface side edge.
CHORDHISE INTEGRATION FOR C-MATRIX CALCULATION
The following is based upon the observation that the relative magnitudes
of the functions to be integrated are,
Mag[ F(y,y), F'(y.y), for £<x] = Mag[ Kns, for c<x] = 1
Mag[ K, for 5>x] - Mag[ K, for £>x] - 10
Mag[ K , for £<x] - 100s
EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED WITH F(y,y) AND F'(y.y)
Ma i n Surface Analys i s
Divide the integration interval, U'^ 'y") ,x~), into N equal length
regions, where
 f
1, -1. < x i -.6
2, -.6 < x <_ -.2
N = « 3, -.2 < x <_ +.2
4, +.2 < x <_ +.6
5, +.6 < x < +1.
The grid is then
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Determine the main surface analysis grid. If ?_(y) < x, add i
C (
Control Surface Analysis
as an endpoint, e.g. £. = cc- If 5,- - £,•_•] > -05, add an endpoint
at^1 = max[ .5(s ..+§,._.,), £,.-.05 ]. ^ L^-\ ~Lj > -05' add an
endpoint at_§_' = min[ . 5 (£.+1 -_§_.), j^ + .05 ].
EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED WITH NON-SINGULAR KERNEL
From experimentation the following interval lengths, in bar notation,
were developed.
For integration ahead of x, use a maximum interval length of A^=.5
for Gauss-Legendre quadratures, and 1.5A^ for Square Root
quadratures.
For integration behind x, use a maximum interval length of A =.5
for Gauss-Legendre quadratures, and 1-5A for Square Root
quadratures.
Thus for the three possible cases,
x ^ C^(n), Determine N and maximum Af such that Af <_ ,5, and
2(-£t-£Jl) = 1.5Af + NAf + 1.5Af. For this case Af ~ .5,
and the grid is,
-1.{53}-.25{4L}+.25{5S}+1.
x < L(n), Determine N and maximum A such that A < .5, and
— x, a a —
2(=!t-I[,) = l-5Aa + NAa + 1.5Aa. The grid is
C»(n) < x < L(n), Determine N. and A. and N and A as above except
£ «• T T a a
x_ + 1 . = 1 .5A. + N.A-, 1. - x = NaA3 + 1.5A . The grid isT T T — a d a
...
 +2
T T cl T 9
where & = -1 . , £2 - ii = 1 .5Af
^J -+N +3 = ] ' ' ^  -+N +3 " % ,+N +2 = ] ' 5AfT a T a T a
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EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED WITH SINGULAR KERNEL
From observation of the characteristics of the near discontinous
and near singular terms of the kernel function at x, and experi-
mentation, the following control parameters were derived.
£ = B(.v-fi)/6(n),
A = .75 + .3 ln(A ) = maximum length for square root quadrature
A = maximum length for Gauss-Legendre integration
for integration ahead of x, Am, = .5, A > .25 a = aft of xMia E —
.42,. A£ < .25
for integration behind x, A - = .5, A >_ .5 f = fwd of x
.4, .5 > A >_ .2
.3, .2 > A >_ .06
.2, .06 > A
Then for the cases
x < Cn(n), determine N and maximum A such that A < min[ 20A , A ],
~
 £
 and 2(=£t-c4) = AS + NA + AS ~ e ma
x > £t(n), determine N and maximum A such that A _^min[ 10A , A f],
r
 and 2 = AS + NA + AS e mT
In both cases the grid is then,
iJ{5S}i2{4L}..
£j = -1.0, i2-£i = As
Ifl+3 = +1-°» %H3-iN+2 = As
C-J.1-S,- = A, i = 2.N+2 ( A determined by one of the above)
—i +1 —i
The third case, l.(f\) < x < Ct(n), is by far the most involved due toXj L
the presence of the near singular and near discontinuous terms in the
kernel function which grow worse as e -»• 0. In addition to the function
becoming harder to integrate the average absolute value grows, thus
a smaller relative error must be obtained.
The grid is derived by working backward from x_ toward '2(L) = "^' + As
with interval lengths shown in the following table until 52(R) <?2(L)'
Then 5
 2 = .5(5 gn)"*5 2(R)^' similarly» working from x_ toward 5 ^  ^
-+1. - As.untiUN_1(L) >S N. 1 ( R ).£ N_ 1 = -S^N-KD^N-KR)^ Note
that the maximum interval length, A , is always less than 2A , thus 5
 2
and E,
 N -, will always be interior to (-!.,+!.).
The following applies when -l.+A < x_ - A, and + 1 - - A > x_ + A.
= -1.
,5( (CI+A ) + E,KD\ )• ? O / D \ = first endpoint from the right for
-'
 s 2 < R > -2(R> wMch
continues with same increment
"Hi-7
-
 min[ 10Ae' Amf
V4
V3
in-2
Vl
ifi
— n~M
— f)+2
i^ +4
in+5
•^fi+6
S-. i 7
= i^ .;
= X -
= X -
= x -
=
 21
= x_ +
= X +
=
 21 +
=
 21 +
= x_ +
= x +
= X +
f mint 2AC ' Amf ]
A, A = min[ A£, Amf ]
4e,
e >
£ ,
4e,
A, A - min[ A£, Ama ]
min[ 2A £ , Ama ]
min[ 7A £ , Ama ]
min[ 20A , A ]
min[ 20A , A ]
present as required
present if e < .015
present if e < .15
present if e < .1
present if E < .01
present as required
e' ma-
continues with the same increment
first
for which
from the
= +1.0 ~
 A
In the case when x_ - A < -1-+AC the same procedure for the interval xb —
is used, and the interval -1. -»- x is handled,
+1
= max[ .5(-l .+x_), x_-A ]
= max[ .5(j^ +xJ, x_-4e ] present if e < .015
= max[ .5(£3+x_), x_-e ] present if e < .15
etc.
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In the case when x^ + A > +1 . - A the procedure used for the interval
-1 . -> x^ is the same, and the interval x_ -> +1 . is handled,
etc.
C. , n = min[ -5(c . ,_2+x_) . x+e ] present if e < .1
ij\i_2 = min[ •5(in_]+2L)> x.+4e] present if e < .01
= +1.
In all three of the above cases the grid is
Control Surface Analysis For Either Singular or Non-singular Kernel
For either the non-singular or singular kernel integration , the
presence of a physical control surface hinge value, £ , on the chord
(dur:ng a control surface analysis) is handled by first determining
the normal grid, as described above, then using the following.
Determine the position of C with respect to the integration endpoints, £. .
(!) Ii < ^ < li+i Define A=.25(£ i+1 -£. ) . If ^ is close to ^  , i.e.
^ < I..+A, redefine ^ as ^  = . 5 (£. _-]+£<.) unless
li = 2L- If ic is close to li+i» " i - 6 - ic > 1-j+i ' &'
redefine £i+] as £.+] = •5(cc+£ i+2) unless ii+] = x_,
or £.+, = HO- In the latter ca'se add an endpoint
at .5(^+1.)-
Then add 5 as an endpoint, e.g. £. ->• c •
~^c j A.
(2) £, = £. If c^ . i is the tip, C ^ , i = l - . add an endpoint at
~e -fj —--
Then for either of the above, if '£•(=£ ) - S _ - _ . > .05 add an endpoint
at max[ -5(£.+£ .+1 ), £.--.05 ], and if £.+] - IjC^) > -05 add an end-
point at min[ . 5 (5 . . -+£ . ) , £-- .05 ].
J ' U J
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The general form of the grid is then,
where ^  = -1 . , ^  = +1 . , £. = ^ ., Ij-ij.-j and i'l < -05-
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